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Executive Summary
This is deliverable D1.3 of the DISRUPT project. The scope of this project is encapsulated in the term “Smart
Factory” which is defined as a flexible factory that can be quickly "reprogrammed" to provide faster time-tomarket products, responding to global consumer demand, effectively addressing mass-customisation needs,
and bringing life to innovative new products. To address this challenge, production topologies need to
achieve dynamic re-configurability and scaling, to facilitate decision support by accommodating value chain
collaboration and to enable decentralised (self-) adjustment of production, while also incorporating resource
optimisation. The aims of the DISRUPT project are:





To unify automation hierarchy production systems under a seamless collaboration between physical
and digital entities. We distinguish between the general usage of the terms IoT and CPS and the
specific ones that apply to production systems, henceforth referred to as Industrial Internet of
Things (IIoT) and Cyber Physical Production Systems (CPPS).
To implement modular, decentralised production topologies by integrating ‘smart objects’ into
analytics, simulation and optimisation tools for efficient decision support in the context of plant's
virtual production model.
To devise novel and coherent business models for sustaining individual strategies and visions of
manufacturing companies and especially SMEs, while optimising the entire manufacturing chain.

These aims are achieved through a programme of work that involves scientific work and development of
pilots for validating the results of this work on two manufacturing cases. One case is in the automotive
industry and is represented by CRF, which is responsible for the research activities of Fiat Chrysler
Automobiles (FCA). The other case is in the home appliances industry and is represented by ARÇELIK.
This deliverable is the result of Task 1.2 “Consolidation of use-cases, manufacturing goals and user-oriented
key performance indicators (KPIs)”. This task analysed the manufacturing scenarios for FCA and ARÇELIK in
order to define the business goals and requirements for these two manufacturing companies along with their
KPIs that will be utilised to continuously monitor the progress and ensure the compliance with the technical
objectives and context of the project from the scientific and technical point of view. The deliverable provides
details on (a) the methodology that was followed in order to define, the business goals, and business
requirements and (b) the models that were developed and which provide both the means by which business
requirements can be analysed and reasoned upon and also to act as the input to subsequent work in relation
to the DISRUPT system architecture.
The methodology we used involved three main activities: information gathering, conceptual modelling and
stakeholders’ reviewing. These were performed systematically and iteratively, with each iteration resulting in
an improved, set of results. Information gathering involved the use of questionnaires, interviews and
workshops with key user personnel, site visitations, and background documentation provided by the two
manufacturing companies. Conceptual modelling was carried out using relevant Requirements Engineering
state of the art techniques and tools, in order to analyse the gathered information and represent it in a way
amenable to user validation and analysis. Stakeholders’ reviewing involved requirements engineers and
users, using the conceptual models as the basis for review, to re-examine the captured information and to
collaboratively arrive at a state of validated and consistent conceptual models.
The conceptual models were developed using a theoretical framework that considered four viewpoints
corresponding to four key enterprise considerations, the enterprise capabilities, the enterprise goals, the
enterprise actors and their collaboration at an operational level, and the enterprise informational objects that
are used in this collaboration. Care was taken to ensure that all inter-model relationships were properly
documented, thus ensuring the validity of the concepts represented. The activity of conceptual modelling
focused on gaining an understanding of the current enterprise situation, referred to in this deliverable as the
AS-IS situation. This provided the backdrop against which new business requirements could be positioned
and evaluated. New business requirements were captured and modelled using ‘change goals’ modelling
together with KPIs for each new goal. These goals were analysed and detailed to an operational level down
to defining the DISRUPT desirable system components satisfying the business goals.
This deliverable represents a foundational component for the DISRUPT project since it formally defines the
existing environment for each application of the two user companies, and formally defines the changes to
them in relation to the DISRUPT components. On the basis of this deliverable, the subsequent task of T1.3
can specify the functional and quality requirements for each one of the identified DISRUPT system
components.
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achieve specified goals.
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Resource
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1 Introduction
Purpose and Scope
This deliverable provides a detailed account of the process followed in Task T1.2 together with the results
from this process. Task T1.2 is one of the 4 tasks that make up work package 1 (WP1).
The aim of WP1 is to set the context of the DISRUPT project by establishing right from the outset a useroriented ‘philosophy’ whereby any technological innovations will be evaluated against well identified user
requirements and key performance indicators (KPIs). The main objective of Task T1.2 has been to realize
this in such a way so as to (a) inform subsequent project activities for the DISRUPT functional and nonfunctional properties and (b) to identify those KPIs against which the technological innovations will be
measured.
In this report a series of models are presented that were systematically developed, using state of the art
theories, techniques and tools in the field of Requirements Engineering (RE), in a collaborative effort
involving users from the two participating manufacturing companies of Fiat Chrysler Automobiles (FCA) and
ARÇELIK, together with experts in the field of RE. These models represent the reference point for the
continuous evaluation of DISRUPT solutions, throughout the project lifecycle, against business requirements.

Relation to other Tasks and Work Packages
1.2.1

Relation to other WP1 Tasks
Table 1-1: Tasks involved in WP1

Work
Package

Task

Description

Subtask

WP1

Definition of DISRUPTive Manufacturing Cases and Models
T1.1
T1.1.1
T1.1.2
T1.1.3
T1.1.4
T1.1.5
T1.1.6

T1.2

Manufacturing cases elucidation, Market Analysis
Provide ToC for D1.2
Provide narrative description of the use-case scenarios
Market analysis
Define business requirements that will address manufacturing objectives
Define business requirements that will address ICT objectives
Conclusion

Consolidation of use-cases, manufacturing goals and user-oriented
KPIs
T1.2.1
T1.2.2
T1.2.3
T1.2.4
T1.2.5
T1.2.6

T1.3

Provide ToC for D1.3
Define in detail the business goals and their causal relationships
Identify KPIs related to user goals
Describe existing production processes
Revise AS-IS models
Define business change model indicating ‘points of DISRUPTION’

End-user requirements, business task analysis and data analysis
T1.3.1
T1.3.2
T1.3.3
T1.3.4

Provide ToC for D1.4
Identify correspondence between business requirements and DISRUPT system
components
Identify new capabilities, information and functioning of the DISRUPT components"
Define functional and non-functional requirements for the DISRUPT platform
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T1.3.5
T1.3.6

T1.4

Define functional and non-functional requirements for CPSs and control systems
Define overall system architecture

Asymmetric business models
T1.4.1
T1.4.2
T1.4.3
T1.4.4
T1.4.5
T1.4.6

Provide ToC for D1.5
Define the notion of asymmetric business models w.r.t. DIRUPT
Analyse the business models of the use cases (from T1.2)
Analyse the models of DISRUPT system architectures (from T1.3 and T2.1)
Generalise the models
Define the asymmetric business models

The current deliverable “D1.3: Use-cases and manufacturing goals” reflects the output of “T1.2
Consolidation of use-cases, manufacturing goals and user-oriented KPIs”, which is the second of the first
three tasks of “WP1: Definition of DISRUPTive Manufacturing Cases and Models”, which are active at this
reporting period.
Table 1-1 provides an overview of the above WP1 tasks, as well as of the subtasks involved in each task.
Figure 1-1, further details the activities involved in the 3 tasks, in terms of their duration, their
dependencies, and the participants involved

Figure 1-1: Details of subtasks completed in WP1 and their dependencies

As can be seen in the above Figure there is a correlation between the 3 tasks. In particular, the output of
subtask ‘T1.1.2: Provide narrative description of the use-case scenarios’ feeds into ‘T1.2.2: Define in detail
the business goals and their causal relationships’, which in turn feeds into subtask ‘T1.3.3: Identify new
capabilities, information and functioning of the DISRUPT components’.
Furthermore, D.1.3 and in particular the conceptual models of the user cases will be considered when
developing the general reference model over and above the DISRUPT project in the final task of WP1,
namely ‘Task 1.4: Asymmetric business models’.
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1.2.2

Relation to WP2

There is a relationship between the tasks in WP1 and WP2 in the sense that in WP1 the requirement and
specifications are at a business level whereas in WP2 these are mapped onto formal specifications for the
DISRUPT system.

Contribution to the scientific and business objectives
With respect to the overall DISRUPT objectives D1.3 contributes towards the development of a reference
implementation of a collaboration platform serving a multi-sided market ecosystem. In particular, the
detailed analysis of the two use cases, culminating in the conceptual models presented in this document,
served as the baseline for identifying and establishing those concepts that would be applicable to both use
cases and for investigating the case for a generic conceptualisation of production systems applications.
With respect to the specific objectives of Task 1.2 of WP1, deliverable D1.3 establishes the industrial and
commercial backdrop against which the DISRUPT technologies will be developed and evaluated, in order to
meet business expectations for both end-user industries (i.e., manufacturers) and technology providers (i.e.,
ICT vendors).
The output of the work in task T1.2 has been detailed descriptions of business goals for the two use cases
together with the capabilities and socio-technical processes upon which user requirements are defined in the
form of change goal models. The Change Goal Models presented capture the business requirements
upon which the technical requirements will be established thus ensuring that there is a clear
mapping from business to technology.

Structure of the Document
Having established the purpose and scope of this report (section 1.1) and the relationship of the task that
was charged with delivering this report in relation to other tasks in WP1 (section 1.2) the following sections
set about to provide the reader with a clear understanding of the methodology used, the foundational parts
of techniques used and the detailed outcomes of the requirements elicitation process.
Section 2 is concerned with providing a general description of the manufacturing environments of the two
user companies.
Section 3 is devoted to the methodology used for user requirements. The process that was followed is
described providing the rationale for it, as well as providing details about how the DISRUPT project
stakeholders (requirements engineers and users) worked and the results that were obtained.
Section 4 introduces the models that were derived for and validated by both use cases. There are 4 classes
of models that are presented: enterprise capability models, enterprise goal and KPI models, enterprise
actors’ models and enterprise informational objects models. An analysis of these models is given alongside
their representational schemes. These models are also found in Annex E where they can be reviewed as a
cohesive set.
Section 5 presents an effort to ‘synthesizing’ the results of the two use cases, according to an analysis of the
concepts expressed in the models of section 4. In this section the reader will find an analysis and discussion
of the ontological considerations as they arose from the analysis of the two use cases (models found in
section 4) and juxtaposed against the findings of other studies and standards being proposed that have
14
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taken a more generic and abstract view, for physical production systems. We believe this ontology for PPS
will be useful as a basis for developing the DISRUPT meta-model and by extension the ontology for CPPS by
considering those elements that will remain simply “physical”, those that will be transformed into “cyber”
and possibly new ones that will act as the means of collaboration between all these concepts.
Finally, section 6 concludes this report with a summary of achievements of task T1.2, a discussion on how
the work to date has met the objectives of this part of the project and an introduction to the work planned
as detailed in the DoA.
The report includes 7 Annexes, which deal with fine grain details and which in their totality represent a
repository of all the outputs from task T1.2. Annex A, describes the user applications and the business
aspirations of the two manufacturing companies. Annex B gives details of the specific applications upon
which the two manufacturing companies wish DISRUPT to focus. Annex C details the design of the Google
Forms that were used for an initial information gathering process and also of the results that were obtained
from the users who used these forms. Annex D details another set of forms that were designed to capture
information of specific nature from the user companies and which were used during the workshops. Annex E
acts as a repository for all models that are analytically presented and discussed in section 4. Annex F
provides details of the correlations between the AS-IS goals and the CHANGE GOALS for both use cases; it is
thus very visible of how users wish to proceed from their existing production environments to a new one in
terms of their business intentions. Annex G provides details of the commonality of concepts found in the two
use cases and how these compare to standards in production systems terminology; this represents an initial
effort towards the DISRUPT reference model that is due to be delivered later in the project.
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2 Overview of the Use Case domains
The FCA/CRF use case Overview
CRF is responsible for the research activities of Fiat Chrysler Automobiles (FCA), one of the largest European
car manufacturers. One of the main objectives of CRF is the development and the initial validation of
production technologies, tools and methods aimed at improving the competitiveness and sustainability of the
products in FCA factories.
Automotive production processes are complex, involving thousands of components from a plethora of
suppliers. Interruptions in the supply chain might lead to losses of hundreds of thousand euros per hour.
The aim of FCA is to have the components and capability to produce without interruption. By enabling
design, monitoring and reconfiguration of the supply chain using DISRUPT, FCA will be able to quickly set-up
and adapt the manufacturing conditions to changing conditions, whether related to incoming events in
manufacturing, transportation, or even at higher tiers in the supply chain where usually the company does
not have visibility.
In this context, the following 2 use cases have been defined, summarized in Table 2-1. A detailed
description of the two cases can be found in Annex A.
Table 2-1: Overview of the two FCA/CRF use cases

Use Case 1

Management of Inbound Logistics

Context

Inbound Logistics

Needs for Change

Non-availability of components due to:
(a) Supplier: delay, quality issues, availability, quantity
(b) Transportation: vehicle breakdown, delay, errors in delivery (wrong
destination, dock, ...)

Business Vision
Use Case 2

To have the components to produce without interruption
Ecosystem-aware, Event-enabled Production Planning and Control

Context

Production scheduling of the plant

Needs for Change

Sequence break due to:
(a) Material (components): delay, quality issues, availability
(b) Process events: machine breakdown, unscheduled maintenance,
software problems

Business Vision

To have the capability to produce without interruption

The Arçelik use case Overview
The Arçelik use case focuses on the electronics factory located in Istanbul, which is a main manufacturer of
the electronic boards (ECB/PCB) used by Arçelik ‘customer plants’ in order to produce a variety of
appliances, most of which (e.g., TVs, fridges, washing machines) differentiate partly or significantly every
16
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few months to meet the massively customised needs of today's home consumers. Overall, there are about
350 types of electronic boards (SKUs) produced at the Istanbul electronics factory, which are used in 9
Arçelik customer plants.
There is a great degree of variability in the received orders from each customer plant, as each one may
contain many different SKUs. Furthermore, received orders may change, often a few days before delivery
time, or other ‘urgent orders’ appear in short notice. This is mainly because the scheduling in the Arçelik
customer plant changes as a result to market-driven requirements. Therefore, production at Istanbul
electronics factory needs to be rescheduled daily.
By offering an integrated toolset that supports manufacturing decisions for process design, production and
capacity planning DISRUPT, will enable flexibility resulting in production schemes that maximize production
capacity whilst minimizing delayed customer orders. Table 2-2, provides a summary of the Arçelik use case.
A more detailed description can be found in Annex A.
Table 2-2: Overview of the Arçelik use case

Use Case

Market-driven Production Reconfiguration, Scaling and Optimisation

Context

Production scheduling

Needs for Change

Frequent production re-scheduling due to the frequent changes and urgent
orders, which might result in:
(a) Lower production capacity due to scheduling problems and frequent
reconfiguration of the lines
(b) Delays on deliveries
(c) Postponement of non-urgent orders

Business Vision

To be production wide efficient and flexible
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3 Methodology used for user requirements in DISRUPT
The process adopted for requirements elicitation
The phase of requirements in the DISRUPT project is of critical importance for ensuring that the project
delivers system components that are aligned with the business goals of the user partners. Its criticality is
also borne out of the key statement in the Details of the Action (DoA) that “…the DISRUPT project will follow

right from the outset a user-oriented philosophy which will drive the development of technological
innovations, will act as a reference point throughout the project lifecycle and will be the means for
evaluating the results against well-defined commercial criteria”.
Requirements engineering (RE) is the process of managing the transition from an initial organisational or
system situation, to a desired situation where a problem is treated or an opportunity is realised. In DISRUPT,
the requirements elicitation process resulted in a set of validated business goals together with a set of
requirements that the new DISRUPT system will need to possess, in order for the system to meet these
business goals.
A common approach was adopted in both Arçelik and FCA/CRF use cases, involving the three main activities
of ‘information gathering’, ‘conceptual modelling’ and ‘stakeholder reviewing’, as shown in Figure 3-1. These
activities were carried out in an iterative manner resulting in a stepwise refinement of the results being
produced.

Figure 3-1. Activities involved in the RE process
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3.1.1

Information Gathering

Information gathering refers to the collection of information relating to the user cases using a number of
instruments (online forms, structures elicitation forms, collaborative workshops with the users, onsite visits).
It resulted in textual description of the existing enterprise situation, as well as the user needs and
aspirations with respect to the DISRUPT functionality and quality factors.
The information that was gathered during this phase of requirements elicitation was used as input to the
conceptual modelling phase (see section 3.1.2).
In DISRUPT we effected information gathering through the use of web-based forms (Annex C), and specific
forms that focused on different aspects of the user companies (Annex D).
3.1.2

Conceptual Modelling

One of the main objectives of RE is the communication and sharing of enterprise knowledge between
different stakeholders. An issue of concern therefore, is how to describe such knowledge so that this sharing
can be effective. In practice this question has been answered in terms of two possible alternatives: using
natural language (for example consultants' reports) or using conceptual modelling. The use of natural
language has the advantage of ease of transferability but falls short on formality that in turn hinders any
potential analysis that one might apply on such knowledge in order to inform decision makers on appropriate
strategies. The use of conceptual modelling languages overcomes these shortcomings.
The conceptual modelling framework applied in DISRUPT is based on our previous theoretical contributions
[1-5] and experiences [6-12] in the field of Enterprise Modelling. Enterprise modelling has been defined as
the ‘activity of externalizing enterprise knowledge’ in a manner conducive to aligning enterprise goals and
processes with supporting Information Technology applications. Enterprise models, present a conceptual
map necessary for building an integrated business / information systems (IS) model, incorporating
information about the organization from a number of different perspectives.
Conceptual models are used to represent in an un-ambiguous manner the conceptualisations of stakeholders
in a particular domain under investigation. In DISRUPT we used a set of complimentary and intertwined
modelling paradigms based on enterprise capabilities, goals, actors, and information objects, as shown in
the inner part of the co-centric circles of the diagram in Figure 3-1.
The representation of these models is done using graphical notations in order to provide a high-level of
visualisation of the conceptualised aspects being considered which in turn helps, on one hand, requirements
engineers to construct models that can be easily and often formally verified, and on the other hand, domain
stakeholders in their reviewing and validating of the captured knowledge (see section 3.1.3).
It should be noted that the conceptual models do not simply constitute more formal representations of the
information gathered in the corresponding elicitation forms. Rather, they are developed through the creative
analysis (transformational, exploratory, combinatorial) of gathered information, by exploring captured
assumptions, suggesting new concepts, refinements of and/or new connections between documented
concepts and evaluating the effectiveness of elicited ideas. Therefore, the conceptual models presented in
section 4 and Annex E, constitute the validated expression of user-centric information about the two use
cases and they are to be considered as the input to subsequent project activities, rather than the initial
documentation of Annex C and Annex D.
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In DISRUPT the 4 modelling views were applied to both user companies. The results are presented and
analysed in section 4. All the models can be found in Annex E.
3.1.3

Stakeholders’ reviewing

A key challenge in the development of systems is the engagement of domain experts in their articulation,
agreement, and validation of requirements. This challenge is particularly pronounced at the so-called early

requirements phase. Decisions taken at this stage have a profound effect on the technical and economic
feasibility of the project.
What distinguishes early requirements from late (or support system) requirements is the degree of
involvement of client stakeholders. Early requirements are almost exclusively driven by client stakeholders’
communication. Issues of early requirements include: (a) the customer profiles of a business process, (b)
the likely demand for product or service made by each type of customer, (c) the level of desirable service
that the business process should strive to achieve, (d) the resources that are required in order to achieve
these levels of service and (e) the trade-off between levels of service and requisite resource between all
client stakeholders of a business process. Only when these issues have been resolved can one then begin to
develop specifications of requirements for support systems. The analyst will need to know how the support
system interacts with other systems, what kind of levels of service it must achieve and so on before
engaging into further analysis on functional and non-functional properties of the intended system.
This phase normally results in additional and/or revised information (see section 3.1.1) about the modelled
domain, which then progresses with a new round of activities of modelling (see section 3.1.2) and reviewing.
In DISRUPT, stakeholders’ reviewing was carried out in a variety of ways and at different phases of the
project. Specifically:


During information gathering there were both face-to-face meetings and teleconferencing sessions
of requirements modellers with representatives of FCA/CRF and of Arçelik respectively. These
sessions clarified the information that was collected using the Google Forms (Annex C.2) as well as
the specially designed forms (Annex D) for capturing business capabilities, goals, actors and
informational objects.



During conceptual modelling there were similar sessions, with the same project personnel, during
which time the requirements modellers guided the user representatives through the models (Annex
E) and they in turn clarified and validated the abstract knowledge about their companies that was
contained within the models. As a result of this interaction between modellers and users the models
were incrementally refined.

These two main project activities were repeated at regular time intervals, until there was consensus that the
models were correct in relation to the current AS-IS situation and the user requirements were properly
represented.

Theoretical Foundations for the DISRUPT Requirements Approach
3.2.1

The DISRUPT Requirements Modelling Framework

The field of RE is arguably one of the most sensitive areas in the development of not only software but also
in the development of systems and organisational structures and processes supported by such systems.
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The past 30 years or so have witnessed the emergence of a variety of techniques for helping capture,
represent, share, analyse, negotiate, and prioritize requirements. This is evidenced by the volume and
impact of a plethora of requirements-related papers published in related journals and conferences [13]. At
the same time the practical nature of RE has meant that some of this research has influenced the practice
primarily in areas such as business and system modelling [14]. At the same time we have witnessed a
number of initiatives that attempt to support the RE lifecycle, initiatives such as risk-driven methodologies
[15], requirements tracing [16, 17], model re-use [18], use of scenarios [19], use of visualization [20], use
of business rules [21, 22], enterprise modelling [23] and goal modelling [8, 24] to name but a few.
A review of existing practice [25] shows that systems and their ecologies are intrinsically intertwined. The
interplay between the two worlds has thus become more intricate, complex, dynamic, and generative. In
innovation-driven settings, requirements become part of both the business solution and the system solution,
and they constantly bridge new solutions to organizational and societal problems. The evolving designs need
to reduce the distance between a problem and a solution through novel and dynamic thinking, acting, and
innovating. In such a design-thinking culture, design requirements become increasingly central and need to
be understood as part of a multi-system, socio-technical ecology, which drives organizational innovation.
Therefore, software requirements need to be dynamically situated between these spaces as they intertwine
organizational and implementation considerations, providing leverage to influence both.
Accordingly, we use the term ‘requirements engineering’ as an inclusive term that characterizes all
requirements issues that need to be addressed at the crossroads of business development, software
engineering, and industrial design. In DISRUPT we used a modelling framework that was motivated by

ontological and teleological considerations rather than operational ones. We were interested in developing
representations of enterprise concepts showing their properties and relations between them as well as their
purpose for their designed existence. The framework considers 4 interrelated viewpoints which are briefly
introduced in Section 3.1.2, each one being facilitated by a distinct conceptual modelling perspective, whilst
ensuring that consistency is achieved across all four, through appropriate inter-model interactions.


The capability model focuses on the capacities and abilities necessary for a particular application.



The goal model focuses on enterprise’s objectives for retaining, acquiring or developing the
necessary capabilities for the application.



The actor-dependency model focuses on the socio-technical components of the enterprise that
relate to specific capabilities for the application.



The informational model focuses on the logical structure of the informational resources that are part
of the enterprise’s capabilities and act as the medium of communication between enterprise actors
when they are trying to meet specific enterprise goals.

This model-driven approach encourages modellers to focus on those elements that are deemed to be key
drivers in the dynamic change of enterprises and their systems. Modellers focus on issues of capacity that
are brought forth by examining the enterprise actors and their ability at meeting enterprise specific goals
and quality requirements. It also encourages the examination of the way that capabilities are deployed at an

operational level to provide the enterprise service or product, as well as the information that is necessary for
delivering the service or product.
These 4 different types of modelling represent the dimension of abstraction being applied. Orthogonal to this
is the dimension of requirements lifecycle, which is a set of phases for progressing from an existing situation
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to a new desired situation. The relationship between abstraction and lifecycle with details of what is involved
at each intersection is provided in Table 3-1. Given that task T1.2 focused on early requirements, this
deliverable reports on the first 2 stages of the lifecycle and establishes the baseline for task T1.3.
Table 3-1: Modelling abstractions in the context of requirements definition lifecycle

Abstractions

Enterprise

Enterprise

Capabilities
Lifecycle

(Capability
Modelling)

Enterprise AS-IS

Functioning

Information

(Actor-dependency

(Informational

Modelling)

Modelling)

Existing Goals &

Actors &

Information

Abilities

KPIs

dependencies

Objects

Change Goals &

Requirements

3.2.2

(Goal Modelling)

Enterprise

Capacities &

Enterprise

Enterprise TO-BE

Motivation

Enterprise

New KPIs
Capacities &

Future Goals &

Actors &

Information

Abilities

KPIs

dependencies

Objects

The DISRUPT Conceptual Modelling Perspectives

This section focuses on the ontological considerations of the 4 types of conceptual model, capability, goal,
actor-dependency and informational models. Whilst each type of model deal with specific concepts, it should
be noted that in our approach we consider also the inter-model relationships. At an abstract level these
relationships are shown in Figure 3-2. In a detailed level, these relationships materialise through the
identification of commonalities between these models.

Figure 3-2: Inter-model relationships
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The semantics of the inter-model relationships are shown in section 3.2.3 and exemplified in terms of the
FCA/CRF and Arçelik cases in sections 4.1.2 and 4.2.2 respectively.

3.2.2.1 Capability Modelling
The general consensus is that an enterprise capability represents a conceptual service that a group of
processes and people, supported by the relevant application, information and underlying technology,
performs [26, 27].
Capability is defined by the Open Management Group as the abilities and capacities that the business may
possess or exchange to achieve certain outcome [28]. The Department of Defence Architecture Framework
(DOFAF) defines capability as the ability to achieve a desired effect under specified (performance) standards
and conditions through combinations of ways and means (activities and resources) to perform a set of
activities [29]. The NATO Architecture Framework (NAF) defines capability as the ability of one or more
resources to deliver a specified type of effect or a specified course of action [30].
Capability is a higher-level concept that gives us the opportunity to consider the essential elements on which
the enterprise functions, without having to consider how this functioning comes about. We utilise this
abstraction to gradually progress from the abstract to detailed descriptions. It offers us the opportunity to
scope the ‘universe of discourse’ and at the same time to focus on the most fundamental properties of the
enterprise. Using these as the starting point one can begin investigating and analysing what lies behind
these properties, what goals govern them, what services they deliver, and so on.
If we deconstruct the term capability, we arrive at two intertwined terms: “capacity” and “ability”. In our
modelling of capabilities, we interpret these as follows:
For capacities we focus on the physical assets (e.g. machines, land, labour, etc.) or non-physical assets
(e.g. software, funding, etc.) that are processed by the enterprise. For abilities we focus on the means or

skills inherent in the assets or used by them, in order for the enterprise to deliver value to shareholders or
society.
A distinction is made between internal capabilities and external capabilities. Obviously, the details of external
capabilities owned by some other enterprise may not be important to know, or indeed not possible to know,
since such capabilities are considered as competitive advantage to the owner enterprise. What matters
however, is that such an external capability is required in order to deliver a service by the use case
enterprise (in this case FCA/CRF and ARÇELIK). In the context of the DISRUPT project where the IoT plays a
significant role, it would be possible and indeed desirable to consider some aspects of external capabilities if
the participating user companies are interested in collaborating with other enterprises. In this case it may be
necessary to make public some aspects of the respective capabilities in order for the collaborating
enterprises to achieve some common business goal.
Capabilities collaboration may be defined on both internal and external capabilities. The collaboration
connector is used to signify these collaborations. Collaborations may be defined for either internal
capabilities collaboration or external capabilities collaboration
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Capability model typology
The notation used in this model is based on [4] and is presented in Table 3-2. These terms are used here in
the strict sense of RE practices and are consistent with the RE literature.
Table 3-2: Graphical notation used in capability modelling

Notation

Description

Example

Capability: An aggregation of the
capacities and abilities necessary in order
for the enterprise to function

‘Production planning’ capability. This is a
capability that belongs to the enterprise
under investigation

External Capability: An aggregation of
the capacities and abilities that belong to
another enterprise whose collaboration is
needed for some business objectives to be
met

‘Transportation’ capability that some logistics
company has with which the enterprise
under investigation collaborates for the
delivery of materials

Capacity: The human (e.g. staff), physical
(e.g. machines, land, etc.) or non-physical
(e.g. software, funding etc.) assets used by
the capability owner for the purpose of
possessing this capability.

ERP System, Production Planner, Test
Machine

Ability: the means or skills possessed by a
capacity that enable some enterprise
function to take place.

Resource allocation, Line configuration

Aggregation: shows that a certain
capability encapsulates some capacity and
ability.

The ‘production planning’ capability
encapsulates the capacity of the ‘production
planner’ who possesses the ‘resource
allocation’ and ‘line configuration’ abilities

Collaboration: denotes inter or intra
organization interaction of capabilities
towards the realization of a common end
result.

The production planning capability
collaborates with the production scheduling
capability in order to manage production

External capability collaboration:
denotes collaboration between external
capabilities

The ‘Supply’ capability collaborates with the
‘Transportation’ capability for the timely
delivery of supplies

3.2.2.2 Goal Modelling
Goal Oriented Requirements Engineering (GORE) has long been established as a strong method to
identifying and analysing the intentionality of stakeholders [31, 32] Goal-oriented approaches such as the
Knowledge Acquisition in autOmated Specification (KAOS) method [33], i* [34] and Enterprise Knowledge
Development (EKD) [5] state that enterprises are purposefully designed and implemented systems. As a
consequence, enterprise goals are recognised as the primary factors that govern and explain the current and
potential enterprise configuration.
Goal models can define formally business intentions and causal relationships between business intentions
and how these are realised by automated and human agents. Business goals form the baseline information
upon which any change will be sought to apply. They help to establish KPIs against which any new
development will be measured.
A goal model describes the ‘causal transformation’ of strategic goals into one or more sub-goals that
constitute the means of achieving desired ends. Each step can result in the identification of new goals that
are linked to the original one through causal relations thus forming a hierarchy of goals. Goals can be of
different types (Achieve, Maintain, Avoid) depending on the kind of behaviour required for realising these
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goals. The leaf goals in this hierarchy are operational goals that can be assigned to human or automated
systems (system goals).
Related to business goals are a number of quality requirements (referred to as soft goals), e.g. production
line efficiency or production process effectiveness. These soft goals motivate the analysis for discovering the
KPIs that affect the operationalization of related goals and provide the basis for evaluating or revising
current enterprise behaviour.
Goal model typology (the general case)
The notation used in this model is based on the KAOS [35, 36] and i* [24, 31] frameworks as implemented
in the RE-Tools modelling toolset [37]. The following Table 3-3, provides an overview of the symbols used in
goal modelling and their meaning. These terms are used here in the strict sense of RE practices and are
consistent with the RE literature.
Table 3-3: Graphical notation used in goal modelling

Notation

Description

Example

Business Goal: A high level intention that
an enterprise wishes to achieve / avoid /
cease
Operational Goal: An operational intention
whose fulfilment is assigned to certain human
or automated agent
Soft Goal: A quality intention

To manage disruptions in customers’
orders fulfilment
To monitor manual and test lines
Efficiency

Operationalized soft goal: A soft goal that
can be measured
Automated Agent: A software or other
physical system
Human Agent: A person, team or
organisation
AND Decomposition: a way of refining
high-level goals into more operational sub
goals. If all sub goals are achieved, then the
initial goal is also achieved. On the other
hand, failing to achieve a sub goal means
that initial goal cannot be achieved either.
Assignment: shows that a certain agent is
responsible for achieving an operational goal.

Maximise capacity utilisation
ERP system
Production Planning Department
The goal ‘To ensure efficient
manufacturing’ is AND decomposed in
two sub goals ‘To ensure efficient
production planning’ and ‘To ensure
efficient production scheduling’.
‘Production lines monitoring’ goal is
assigned to the agent ‘Production team’.

Goal model typology (the requirements for change case)
Change goals provide a way of identifying and reasoning about the requirements for change from an
intentional perspective together with their KPIs.
Reasoning about change goals is based on the premise that the desired changes (whether they reflect
radical business re-design or incremental improvements) are derived through the comparison of the ‘desired’
vision against the ‘present’ reality (the current goal model). Rather than prescribing a solution based on
experts’ assumptions, this process aims to re-interpret each change requirement in relation to the existing
enterprise goals.
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The result of this activity is the construction of a revised goal model (the Change Goal Model) detailing how
stakeholders’ requirements for change may be realised. This model may contain alternative ways of acting
towards realising the desired change; in effect it is a model of the change process.
Two additional notations are introduced in the change goal model detailed as shown in Table 3-4.
Table 3-4: Additional graphical notation used in change goal modelling

Notation

Description
Requirement Goal: An operational
objective whose fulfilment is assigned to the
target system
Target system: The system to be
developed to satisfy above requirement

Example
To monitor manual and test lines
DISRUPT Decision Support Toolkit

Change goals are labelled as introduce, or improve depending on the kind of adaptations required for
realising these goals. In particular, ‘improve’ goals correspond to improvement of the current behaviour
(existing capabilities), whilst ‘introduce’ goals correspond to the introduction of new behaviour (new
capabilities). For example, the goal ’To ensure efficient manufacturing’ is an improve goal as it suggests
improvements to the existing enterprise behaviour, whilst the goal ‘To enable smart production scheduling’ is
labelled as introduce as it requires the introduction of completely new behaviour. Often the way to refine an
‘improve’ goal leads to the addition of ‘introduce’ goals. Less common are cease goals that require the
cessation of an existing behaviour (e.g., abolishing an existing goal and its sub-goals). Finally, there is the
type of maintain goal which implies that as far as this current business goal is concerned there are no
requirements for change.

3.2.2.3 Actor Dependency Modelling
Actor-oriented approaches such as the Intentional Strategic Actor Relationships modelling ( i*) framework
[38, 39], or Role-Activity modelling [40] are based on the premise that enterprises are social systems and
therefore, the essence of an enterprise’s operation lies in the interaction between involved social agents.
Such approaches provide opportunities for modelling enterprise processes at a sufficiently high level of
abstraction, which is particularly relevant and useful at the early requirements phase of any project. These
approaches have proved to be of great value to many industrial domains for example, in general business
process descriptions [41], in safety-critical applications [42], and in health care [43], to name but a few.
For manufacturing applications in which ICT plays a key role, a recent report to the European Parliament
[44] states that “….the boundaries between the real world and the virtual world become increasingly
blurred”. This implies that these hybrid systems, often referred to as cyber-physical production systems
(CPPS) should be regarded as “…. online networks of social machines that are organised in a similar way to
social networks” [45]. It was therefore desirable in DISRUPT, while we were considering early requirements,
to address the issue of enterprise functioning in terms of actors (human, physical, digital) and their
interdependencies.
There is clear intermodal relationship between enterprise goals and enterprise actors. The goal model shows
how business goals are assigned to different organisational actors (human agents and automated systems).
The actor dependency model [39, 46] focuses on the dependencies between actors in fulfilling their goals. It
describes the expectations, and commitments among organisational actors. In addition, it indicates the
vulnerabilities that the actors will be exposed to, if the dependencies fail. The notation used for actor26
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dependency modelling is shown in Table 3-5. These terms are used here in the strict sense of RE practices
and are consistent with the RE literature.
Table 3-5: Graphical notation used in actor-dependency modelling

Notation

Description

Example

Automated agent: A subtype of actor.. It can be a
software or physical systems.
Human agent: A sub-type
of actor. It can refer to a
person, team or organisation.
Goal Dependency:
describes the fact that one
actor depends on the other
achieving a goal so
that the former may attain
some other goal.
Resource Dependency:
describes the fact that one
actor depends on the other
actor for the availability of an
entity (physical or
informational).
Task Dependency:
describes the fact that one
actor depends on the other
actor for carrying out an
activity.

ERP system, Machine
Client Planner, Machine
Operator
The ‘Client Planner’ depends
on the ‘Production planning’
in order to attain its goal ‘To
manage disruptions in
orders’ fulfilment’.
The ‘Production Planning
Department’ depends on the
‘ERP system’ for knowing the
‘Inventory holdings’
regarding certain SKUs.
The ‘Supplier’ depends on
the ‘Transporter’ for
‘Delivering the materials’.

3.2.2.4 Informational Object Modelling
Table 3-6: Graphical notation used in actor-dependency modelling

Notation

Description

Example

Class: An entity type, described by a
number of attributes

Product, Production request,
Production Line

Association relationship: specifies a
logical connection between classes

A ‘Product’ corresponds to a
‘Production Request’

Aggregation relationship: denotes
that a class is a collection of other classes

The ‘Available Capability’ is an
aggregation of ‘Material
Availability’, ‘Personnel Availability’
and ‘Equipment Availability’

Composition relationship: denotes
that a class is composed of other classes

The ‘Production Line’ is composed
of 3 ‘Automatic Lines’ and 1
‘Manual Line’

Generalisation relationship: indicates
that one of the two related classes (the
subclass) is considered to be a
specialized form of the other (the super
type)

The ‘Control Machine’ is a subclass
of the ‘Machine’
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Informational models such as the entity-relationship (ER) model [47] or UML class diagrams [48] describe
inter-related objects of interest in a specific domain of knowledge. An informational model is composed of
entity types (which classify the objects of interest) and specifies relationships that can exist between
instances of those entity types. In RE an informational objects model is commonly formed to represent the
information required in order to perform business processes. Consequently, the informational object model
becomes an abstract data model that defines a data or information structure that can be implemented in a
systems’ database.
We use the well-known terminology of the Unified Modelling Language (UML) for information-related
concepts, known as Class Association Diagram (CAD), to model the semantics of such objects that are found
to be resources in the capability model or of resource dependency between actors.
3.2.3

Semantics of the inter-model relationships

The close synergy between the 4 types of model was briefly mentioned in section 3.2.2 and has essentially
two advantages.
First, during the iterations of models, requirements engineers can refine the models by examining the
influences of the concepts in one model on the others. For example, in the actor model we can define
dependencies on informational resources. On identifying this dependency one can ensure that the
informational resource is also present in the informational model.
Second, when models are being reviewed, requirements engineers can verify the information contained in
the models by examining that all concepts in all models are those that are necessary and sufficient. For
example, if in the actor model there is an informational object and that is not presented in the informational
model, then it is evident that either of the models is not complete, which in turn will trigger further
investigation and re-modelling.
These two factors assisting the RE process will be further explicated in section 4 when the models for both
use cases are presented.

Figure 3-3: Inter-model relationships

Figure 3-3 shows a high level view of the basic elements of the four modelling views and their relationships.
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4 The conceptual models for the use cases
The process of requirements elicitation for both use cases involved the ‘lifecycle’ described in section 3.1 and
graphically shown in Figure 3-1. A key and critical element in this process is that of the conceptual models
being developed. Information gathering is done for the sole purpose of collecting information and from this
to try to understand the enterprise phenomena using appropriate conceptual modelling viewpoints. The
output of conceptual modelling is a set of models that are then used by all stakeholders to ascertain whether
the conceptualisation of the phenomena is accurate and relevant.
This section is devoted to describing these models. All models are shown graphically and an explanation is
provided in narrative form. For reasons of cohesion and increased readability all models are reproduced and
shown together in Annex E.
Section 4.1 details all models for the FCA/CRF use case. Section 4.2 details all models for the Arçelik use
case.
As discussed in section 3.2.1 the approach adopted strove to first conceptualise the current situation for
each use case in terms of their capabilities, their goals, their actors and their informational objects. The set
of models resulting for this work describe the ‘AS-IS’ situation. It is important to describe the AS-IS state in
order to be able to set any requirements for change in the context of the enterprise for without this
understanding it will not be possible to analyse the impact of these requirements.
By juxtaposing requirements for change against the AS-IS situation one can then begin answering questions
of the nature such as: “does the enterprise have the capabilities to satisfy these requirements?”, “if not then
what kind of capabilities does the enterprise need to develop or acquire?”, “what will be the effects of
meeting these requirements in the functioning of the enterprise?”, “is there a need of a new configuration of

actors?”, “and if so what will be the new collaborative environment that will result from this new
configuration?”, “what will be the financial implications of migrating for the AS-IS to the new situation (TOBE)?”, “does the enterprise have the right informational sources or does it need to develop a new
informational structure?” “what will be the systemic implications, i.e. what will be the impact of the new
configuration on other operational matters of the enterprise?”, “are there likely to be any un-intended
consequences?”. None of these questions can be answered satisfactorily without first having a description of
the AS-IS situation and then to use the requirements for change to begin the process of answering these
questions as a first step towards defining the TO-BE situation.
For both use cases the AS-IS situation is defined first and this is followed by the requirements for change.

The FCA/CRF use case
4.1.1

Modelling the AS-IS situation

4.1.1.1 Business Capabilities
The analysis of the information gathered from FCA/CRF, together with the physical and well as virtual
meetings between user personnel and requirements engineers resulted in the agreed capability model,
which is shown in Figure 4-1.
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Focusing on the case for which an overview is given in section 2.1, the AS-IS capability model defines 5
main capabilities denoted in the model as Inbound Logistics, Material Management, Production Planning,
Production Scheduling and Production.
These capabilities exist because of certain capacities (in the form of resources) that the company possesses
and the ability (in the form of means or skills inherent in the resources) for the resources to be of functional
use. For example, Material Management is a capability of FCA/CRF that deploys resources such as the
Warehouse/ dock Manager in collaboration with the MES and WMS software, having the knowledge, expertise
and software ability for Monitoring and Configuring. In the model of Figure 4-1 capacities and abilities are
indicated for each capability.

Figure 4-1: FCA/CRF current business capabilities

The functionality of the chosen use application is possible because FCA/CRF are the owner of capabilities
CAP1-CAP5 as well as because of the collaboration between these capabilities. For example, Production
Scheduling which is deployed on a daily basis, collaborates with both Material Management, in order to
determine the supply of required materials, and also with Production Planning, in order to ascertain the level
of commitment for medium to long term production intensions.
Capabilities CAP1-CAP5 are considered as internal capabilities, i.e. they are fully owned by FCA/CRF and
therefore are in a position to review, and update their configuration of capabilities. In the DISRUPT project
such a re-configuration will need to take place in order for FCA/CRF to utilize CPPS capabilities.
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In addition to these internal capabilities, there are two external capabilities that are owned by enterprises
with which FCA/CRF collaborate but whose capabilities are not owned, controlled or subject to any influence
by FCA/CRF. These are capabilities CAP6 and CAP7. They are included in the capability model in order to
externalize these relationships, which may be very significant if in the TO-BE situation there may be
opportunities for a closer collaboration of FCA/CRF with external entities for example suppliers and logistics
companies, perhaps making use of IoT functionalities.
The model of Figure 4-1 provides the scoping for the FCA/CRF application. It acts as an anchor point for the
rest of the models, which will use this model for defining: “why does the enterprise need these capabilities?”
(answered by the goal model), “what socio-technical actors are involved and how do they co-operate in
order to meet these enterprise goals?” (answered by the actor dependency model), and “what kind of
information is used in this co-operation?” (answered by the informational object model).
Therefore, this capability model represents a high-level of abstraction in identifying the key levers of current
operation in this specific application of FCA/CRF. If FCA/CRF need to meet some other new goals (which will
be detailed in the change goals model) then one would need to answer the questions of “which one of these
‘levers’ need to change?”, the answer to which will lead to a new TO-BE situation.

4.1.1.2 Business Goals
The development of the FCA/CRF business goal model was based on the information gathered from the
users using the elicitation forms described in Annex D.1.2. The initial model was verified, corrected and
expanded through repeated face-to-face workshops and online meetings with FCA/CRF stakeholders.
The complete goal model for the AS-IS situation of FCA/CRF can be found in Annex E.2. In this section, and
for reasons of readability and understandability, we present the goal model stepwise, following their
causality decomposition.
During this process initially stated goals were often rephrased in order to avoid ambiguous goals or to
identify synonymous goals and relationships between goals, as in many cases, stakeholders were aware of
the operational goals but could not see how these fit the overall FCA/CRF business strategy. In other cases it
was found that two (or more) of the expressed goals partially contributed to each other, leading to a ‘goal
tangle’ which was too hard to understand. This was solved by additional refinements of each goal and
identification of common sub-goals.
Furthermore, stakeholders often focused on measurable ‘hard’ goals linked to the behaviour of FCA/CRF
actors, paying less attention on ‘soft’ goals related to the quality of this behaviour (e.g., efficiency). Such
qualities were usually stated only informally often integrated within a hard goal (as adjectives), so special
effort was made to distinguish these soft goals and state them explicitly in the goal model.
Early in this process it became evident that both FCA/CRF use cases share the same strategic objective To
have the material (components) and capability to produce without interruption. This was refined in two sub-goals
namely, G1.To manage disruptions in supply network and G2.To manage disruptions in production, corresponding
to use case 1, ‘Management of Inbound Logistics’ and use case 2, ‘Ecosystem-aware, Event-enabled
Production Planning and Control’, respectively, leading to the goal model shown in Figure 4-2, which
provides a top-level view of the current FCA/CRF business goals.
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Figure 4-2:Top-level FCA/CRF business goals

The AND relationship between the top-level goal and the two sub-goals means that the achievement of the
two sub-goals is sufficient to ensure the satisfaction of the strategic FCA/CRF objective. However, these subgoals are still too general providing little information about the way these are operationalized. Goal
operationalization encompasses its ‘causal transformation’ into more concrete sub-goals that constitute the
means of achieving desired ends. Each step can result in the identification of new sub-goals (more focused
and often smaller in scope) that are linked to the original one through causal relations thus forming a
hierarchy of goals. The aim of the operationalization is to reach a level of detail whereby each leaf goal can
be realised by specific enterprise actors.
The goal hierarchy depicted in Figure 4-3, illustrates the operationalization of goal G1.To manage disruptions in
supply network. As shown in this figure, G1, is initially refined in two sub-goals, namely G1.1.To detect events
originating from the supply network w.r.t. critical components and G1.2.To react to events originating from the supply
network w.r.t. critical components. These are in turn decomposed into a number of operational goals, which
are finally assigned to specific enterprise agents (in this case human actors). For example, G1.1.3.To monitor
material handling at docking stations is assigned to the Warehouse/Docking Station Manager, whilst G1.1.2.To
monitor transportation plan is assigned to the Logistics Team. It should be noted that these actors had already
been identified as resources (capacities) in the FCA/CRF and documented in the capability model.
Related to G1 is the soft goal G1.3.Efficient disruption management. Soft goals are often characterised by
subjectivity, in the sense that there is no clear-cut, or agreed a-priori, criterion about what constitutes the
achievement of that goal. The utility of soft goals is in motivating the analysis for discovering the KPIs that
affect the operationalization of related goals and provide the basis for evaluating or revising the identified
business capabilities.
For example, the analysis of soft goal G1.3 resulted in the identification of a number of relevant KPIs
including, the No of events detected, Delivery lead-time, Handling lead-time, Time to generate recovery plan, No of
stock-out, etc. The complete set of KPIs is documented in the relevant elicitation forms in Annex D.1.2.
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Figure 4-3: Operationalization of “G1. To manage disruptions in supply network”

In a similar way, the operationalization of sub-goal G2.To manage disruptions in production, is illustrated in
Figure 4-4. Once again this process resulted in the identification of more concrete sub-goals, as well as a
number of soft goals related to the event detection efficiency and the effectiveness of the re-scheduling of
the production, which were in turn further analysed to produce a list of operational goals and KPIs
respectively.
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Figure 4-4: Operationalization of “G2. To manage disruptions in production”

Also, in the case of G2 the leaf operational goals are assigned to specific enterprise actors, this time also
including a number of software systems. For example, it can be seen in Figure 4-4 that goal G2.2.2.3.To plan
material requirements is assigned to the Material Requirements Planning (MRP) system. Once again these
actors had already been identified in the capability model.
Further to assisting the understanding of the AS-IS situation (e.g., by revealing situations that are not
satisfactory and require improvement for example when a goal is not satisfied) the constructed FCA/CRF
change goal model provides the baseline for analysing the effect that the introduction of a new goal might
have on the current context.

4.1.1.3 Business Actors and Dependencies
The goal model described in the previous section gives an intentional description of the FCA/CRF case. By
associating business goals to specific actors it provides the reasoning for retaining them as enterprise
capacities. The actor-dependency model, on the other hand, provides the socio-technical context of the
identified capabilities. Unlike typical process models such as dataflow diagrams or activity diagrams which
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focus on information flow or control flow, the actor-dependency model is a higher level abstraction which
depicts what actors expect from each other.
The starting point was once again the user input documented using the elicitation forms (see Annex D.1.3).
These initial dependencies were iteratively refined during the stakeholder workshops, often cross referencing
the capabilities model (section 4.1.1.1), as collaboration relations between capabilities indicated
dependencies to the associated actors and vice versa, as well as the relevant information found in the goal
models (section 4.1.1.2). In addition, special effort was given to make explicit the resource dependencies
between the actors as these encompass the informational objects that are produced / consumed by
enterprise processes.

Figure 4-5: FCA/CRF actors and their dependencies

The result of this process was the FCA/CRF actor dependency model illustrated in Figure 4-5. As can be seen
in this model there is a complex network of dependencies between the FCA/CRF actors. Two human actors
the Logistics Team and the Production Planner seem to have a distinguished number of dependencies. The
former is a central actor of use case 1 ‘Management of inbound logistics’, who in order to perform her/his
role depends on a number of other actors both internal (i.e. the Warehouse/Dock Station Manager) and
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external to FCA/CRF (i.e., the Supplier and the Transporter) for the achievement of specific goals (e.g.
G1.2.3.1.To estimate the cost of changing the transportation mode) or the provision of different resources (e.g. the
Cost of the recovery action). These in turn depend on other actors both human and software agents. For
example, the Warehouse/Dock Station Manager depends on the Manufacturing Execution System (MES) and
the Warehouse Management System (WMS) for the provision of specific informational resources namely, the
Required Assembly time and the Level of stock.
The Production Planner on the other hand, is central to the use case 2 ‘Market-driven Production
Reconfiguration, Scaling and Optimisation’. As in use case 1, there also exists a complex network of
dependencies involved in order for the Production Planner to realise her/his role. In particular, the Production
Planner depends on a number of human actors including the Maintenance Team, the Quality Manager, the
Manufacturing Team and the Logistics Manager, for the provision of informational resources such as the
Maintenance event information, the Process Quality event information or the achievement of certain goals, e.g.
G1.2.2.To identify alternative course of action (recovery plan). On the other hand, a number of actors depend on
the Production Planner for realising their role, involving also automated (software) systems e.g., the Order
Slotting and Sequencing (OSS) system.
The process of constructing the actor-dependency model contributes significantly to understanding the
complexity of the domain. Furthermore, it indicates the vulnerabilities that FCA/CRF will be exposed to, if the
dependencies fail. For example, it can be seen in Figure 4-5 that the Production Planner is heavily dependent
on the Logistics Team for a number of dependencies (shown as goal and resource dependencies). Therefore,
if the Logistics Team is unable to satisfy these goals or provide the resources accordingly, the Production
Planner becomes very vulnerable and potentially unable to accomplish his/her dependencies.

4.1.1.4 Informational Objects
The FCA/CRF informational object model deals with the essential elements that are used in order for the
company to utilise the necessary data that is required so that its various operations can be coordinated
through information transmission channels. Such information transmission facilitates the actor-dependencies
and therefore there are close synergies between the two models. On one hand, when modelling the
dependencies of actors, and specifically those that require resource collaboration where the resource is
informational then it is possible to identify components of the informational model. On the other hand, when
focusing on the informational model, relationships between the objects may reveal an actor dependency,
which means that the actor-dependency model will need to be revised and refined.
The FCA/CRF informational model depicted in Figure 4-6 contains all informational objects used as part of
the FCA/CRF capabilities.
Given that this model represents the current informational capabilities of FCA/CRF, the new DISRUPT system
configuration will need to examine this capability and to design and implement a new TO-BE situation that
uses the best features of this and revises it to exploit new IoT and CPPS features.
The key informational objects for the current FCA/CRF situation and which were modelled (see Figure 4-6)
involve those aspects that are crucial for ‘managing inbound logistics’ (case 1) and for ‘production
reconfiguration, scaling and optimization’ (case 2).
The central informational object of case 2 is the PRODUCTION PLAN which determines the production level
to meet the demand requirements (REQUIRED CAPABILITY) over a planning period, considering current
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plant availability (AVAILABLE CAPABILITY). This plan is further translated into a detailed JOB
SEQUENCE, which schedules the sequence of PRODUCTS to be completed, according to the received
ORDERs. Manufacturing the products according to the job sequence requires the allocation of resources in a
certain configuration, which is referred to as PRODUCTION LINE. In addition, it requires a list of
MATERIALs in certain quantities (Bill of Materials – BOM). Based on the BOM the MATERIAL
REQUIREMENTS PLAN is calculated which defines the supply of necessary material from SUPPLIERs.
The main informational object if case 1 is that of EVENT. An event can be classified as PROCESS QUALITY
EVENT, MAINTENANCE EVENT MATERIAL EVENT, associated to the JOB SEQUENCE, the status of some
EQUIPMENT, or the availability or quality of some MATERIAL, respectively. As a reaction to some event a
RECOVERY PLAN is generated which may affect the MATERIAL REQUIREMENTS PLAN, the associated
TRANSPORTATION PLAN or the PRODUCTION PLAN (defined in case 2).

Figure 4-6: The FCA/CRF informational objects

4.1.2

Cross-referencing the AS-IS Models for FCA/CRF

In section 3.2.2 we introduced the idea of inter-model relationships.
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In the process of developing the models presented in section 4.1.1 and in Annex E, this inter-model
consideration proved to be profoundly important since it acted as a way of engaging the stakeholders in
answering increasingly detailed questions and at each stage of the lifecycle of “information gatheringconceptual modelling-stakeholder reviewing” (see section 3.1) to ensure that the modelled concepts were
really necessary and sufficient.
This concept of inter-model relationships is demonstrated graphically in Figure 4-7, which shows a small
fragment of these relationships. In practice, these relationships were discovered through the use of

correlation matrices (not included in this report), which were updated during each reviewing cycle, until all
stakeholders were confident that the models represented were agreed and validated for the production
application for the FCA/CRF use case.
In Figure 4-7 the sample relationships are shown as instances of the general case introduced in section
4.1.1, (also found in the upper right hand corner of the diagram in Figure 4-7).

Figure 4-7: Cross-referencing the FCA/CRF models (model fractions shown)

The example shows that the identified resource of Staff of capability CAP5, motivated the analysis in the
actor-dependency model of this resource, which resulted in the actors Quality Manager and Maintenance
Team. The collaboration between capabilities CAP3 and CAP5, gave rise to the Material quality event
information exchange of resource between Quality Manager and Production Planner. This resource is then
identified as an informational resource, which was modelled in the informational model as Material quality
event information. Finally, the existence of Production Planner in the actor-dependency model is due to the
enterprise goal of G2.2.To react to events originating from the production.
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We trust that this fraction of the relationships between the 4 models is sufficiently clear to the reader to
understand both the value of examining all 4 types of model in collaboration and also to understand the
process by which the models were developed and validated.
4.1.3

Modelling the Business Goals for Change

Change goals express FCA/CRF’s needs and wishes as well as perceived opportunities with respect to the
DISRUPT technologies (which the users commonly referred to as automation). They have been cooperatively formulated through deliberating and agreeing with FCA/CRF’s stakeholders during face-to-face
and online workshops as well as offline revisions of the corresponding elicitation forms (presented in Annex
D.1.5).
The baseline for the identification and refinement of change goals has been the current business goals
model (see section 4.1.1.2). In particular, the hierarchy of change goals was constructed in a top down
manner, step by step, by generating the change goals either as improvements of the current goals or by

introducing new goals. The process followed iterated on three main activities:
1. Determine the impact of perceived ‘automation’ on current business goals, by
a. Identifying new goals as adaptations (improvements) of the current goals
b. Identifying new goals as newly introduced goals.
2. Modify the current goal hierarchy to reflect these changes.
3. Re-assign operational goals to existing or foreseen actors (DISRUPT CPPS components).

Figure 4-8: Top level FCA/CRF change goals

Initially the change goals identified by FCA/CRF stakeholders were very narrow, limited by their perceptions
of the capabilities of the DISRUPT system and of its components. In fact, the initial change goals reflected
how users thought that the system might affect the current situation rather than the actual improvements
sought by FCA/CRF through the introduction of the DISRUPT systems. However, by juxtaposing them to the
current goals hierarchy, it was possible to refine and re-express initial goals focusing on the organisations’
objectives rather than perceived DISRUPT system functionality.
By engaging in these activities the FCA/CRF stakeholders managed to agree on the following top-level,
change goals, shown in Figure 4-8.
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Figure 4-9, illustrates the change goal hierarchy corresponding to goal G1.To manage disruptions in supply
network (improve). As shown in this model the initial requirement is gradually operationalised through the
introduction of a number of system goals, which are assigned, to specific DISRUPT modules (described in
the DoA). At the bottom level of the goal model, the so called operational goals, represent DISRUPT system
goals and as shown in Figure 4-9, these system goals are related to future DISRUPT system components.

Figure 4-9: Change model for improve goal “G1. To manage disruptions in supply network (improve)”

Thus, through this analysis it was possible to provide a clear causality analysis between FCA/CRF
requirements and expected DISRUPT functionality. This causality works in both directions. It is possible to
provide a rational justification for the DISRUPT system components based on tracing high-level enterprise
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goals to DISRUPT system components. Alternatively, it is possible to trace the reasoning from desired
DISRUPT system components to enterprise goals.

Figure 4-10: Change goal model for improve goal “G2. To manage disruptions in production (improve)”

Many of these system goals replace existing current goals, previously assigned to specific human actors. For
example, change goal G1.1.1.To automate monitoring of the delivery of components from suppliers (introduce)
assigned to the DISRUPT- Complex Event Processing Module, replaces the current goal G1.1.1.To monitor
delivery of components from suppliers currently assigned to the Logistics Team. Thus, it became obvious that
the improvement sought by FCA/CRF in the context of DISRUPT will affect the dependencies between
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current actors and the associated capabilities. On the other hand, goal G1.1.4.To automate anticipation of
events (introduce) is a completely new addition to the current goal hierarchy motivated by DISRUPT.
Also, in the case of change goals, special attention was given to the identification of associated soft goals, as
these will be used for the identification of the (possibly) new KPIs against which any new development will
be measured. For example, the analysis of soft goal G1.1.9.Increase no of anticipated events resulted in the
identification of the following new KPIs Number of events anticipated, Time for event anticipation and Number of
disruptions. The complete set of KPIs is documented in the relevant elicitation forms in Annex D.1.5. In the
change goals model of in Figure 4-9, each business goal for change has at least one KPI associated with it
(shown as soft goals).
In a similar way the operationalization of sub-goal G2.To manage disruptions in production (improve), is
illustrated in Figure 4-10. As in the case of goal G1, the refinement of change goal G2 results gradually in
the identification of operational system goals, which are assigned, to specific DISRUPT system modules. For
example, the system goal G2.2.1.To automate the re-sequencing in case of event related to critical components
(introduce) is assigned to DISRUPT-Cyber Physical Operations Module.
In order to better illustrate the impact of the change goals onto the current goals for FCA/CRF, we have
highlighted the correspondence between the two types of goal model in Annex F.1.

The Arçelik use case
4.2.1

Modelling the AS-IS situation

4.2.1.1 Business Capabilities
The analysis of the information gathered from Arçelik, together with the physical and well as virtual
meetings between Arçelik personnel and requirements engineers resulted in the agreed capability model,
which is shown in Figure 4-11.
The AS-IS capability model defines 6 main capabilities denoted in the model as Order Placement, Customer
Servicing, Material Management, Production Planning, Production Scheduling and Production.
It can be seen that there is a great deal of similarity with the FCA/CRF use case. Although these two
companies manufacture different products, the essential capabilities are almost the same. The only
difference is that of Customer Servicing for Arçelik compared to Inbound logistics for FCA/CRF. Even though
there exists this similarity at a generic level, the details of the way that these capabilities manifest
themselves may indeed be different and this can only be ascertained by analysing capabilities in terms of
subsequent modelling activities. This analysis is reported in sections 4.1.1.2, 4.1.1.3 and 4.1.1.4.
This analysis was carried out by investigating the capacities (resources) and abilities (skills and means) for
each capability, and it turned out that indeed the way that the Arçelik capabilities are indeed materialised
differently due to the different types of capacities and abilities being used. For example, the common
capability of Material Management manifests itself in Arçelik through the utilisation of resources involving the
planning department and the use of a specific ERP system whereas the same capability of FCA/CRF utilises
resources involving software systems such as MES, WMS and MRP and human resources form the
Warehouse/ Docking management. The definition of capabilities in this and the FCA/CRF model and the
observation of the similarities leads us to believe that such models can be useful when designing and
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implementing a common generic reference model where such ontological definitions of capabilities could be
part of a larger reference model.

Figure 4-11: Arçelik’s current business capabilities

4.2.1.2 Business Goals
The initial Arçelik business goal model used as a baseline the information gathered from the users using the
elicitation form described in Annex D.2.2. This model was revised and further elaborated during face-to-face
workshops and online meetings with Arçelik strategic and operational personnel, in an iterative manner
similar to the one described in section 4.1.1.2.
The complete goal model for the AS-IS situation of Arçelik can be found in Annex E.7. As in the case of
FCA/CRF we present the goal model stepwise, in a top-down fashion from high-level strategic goals to
operational objectives.

Figure 4-12, illustrates the top level AS-IS goals for the Arçelik business case. As can be seen in this figure,
the strategic goal of Arçelik electronics factory is To be production wide efficient and flexible. To achieve this
Arçelik electronics factory should achieve two sub-goals namely, G1.To ensure efficient manufacturing and
G2.To manage disruptions in customers’ order fulfilment.
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Figure 4-12: Top-level business goals of the Arçelik electronics factory

Figure 4-13: Operationalization of “G1. To ensure efficient manufacturing”
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Looking at the operationalization of goal G2, one can easily identify that there is a degree of similarity with
the operationalization of FCA/CRF AS-IS goal G2.To manage disruptions in production, as in both cases the high
level objectives relate to the detection and reaction to disruptions arising from the production process.
However, the way in which these are decomposed in operational goals and assigned to enterprise actors
differ, indicating the different functioning of the two enterprises.

Figure 4-14: Operationalization of “G2. To manage disruptions in customers’ orders”

4.2.1.3 Business Actors and Dependencies
The Arçelik goal model shows how business goals are assigned to different organisational actors. The actor
dependency model focuses on the dependencies between actors in fulfilling their goals, describing the
expectations, and commitments among organisational actors.
To this end, we used as a starting point the user input documented using the relevant elicitation forms (see
Annex D.2.3). Initial dependencies were iteratively refined in close cooperation with Arçelik stakeholders, in
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face-to-face and online meetings. In addition, cross referencing collaboration relations between capabilities
in the capabilities model described in section 4.2.1.1, assisted the identification of dependencies between
the associated actors.
Figure 4-15, illustrates the actor-dependency model as it was agreed through several revisions in
cooperation with Arçelik personnel. Central to this model is the three human actors also identified in the
goal model, namely the Production Planning Department the Production Engineering Department and the
Production Department. Between these actors there is a network of (mainly) resource dependencies. In
particular, in order to realise the goals assigned to it, the Production Planning Department depends on the
Production Engineering Department for supplying information regarding the production lines as well as on the
Production Department for information related to the production process accordingly. On the other hand, the
Production Department depends on the Production Planning Department for receiving the Production Schedule
information and on the Production Engineering Department for the Resource Allocation information. Once again
the resource dependencies between the actors indicate the existence of relevant informational objects to be
included in the Arçelik informational model.

Figure 4-15: Arçelik actors and their dependencies

Figure 4-15, also illustrate that the above actors also depend on a number of non-human actors (software
and physical), such as the ERP system and the Physical Machines of the production line, which have
previously been identified in the Arçelik capabilities model.
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As this is a more ‘operational’ model, there is a lesser degree of similarity with the FCA/CRF actordependency model indicating that the two manufacturing companies have utilised different aspects of their
capabilities in order to realise their respective business goals.

4.2.1.4 Informational Objects

Figure 4-16: Class diagram of Arçelik’s informational objects

The Arçelik informational model provides an abstract description of the type of information necessary for the
enterprise actors to fulfil their roles. It was partly based on the data table provided by the Production
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Department (referred to as the ‘brief’, included in Annex A.2). As the original input was a ‘flat’ table
comprising of a set of non-related attributes, special effort was made to logically group these attributes in
entity classes and to identify the associations between them.
As was to be expected, the initial informational model was incomplete as it focused mainly on the
information handled by the Production Department, i.e. the physical production line layout and the product
status (documented as informational objects PRODUCTION LINE, PRODUCT and TEST respectively).
Therefore, it was further refined and reviewed leading to the inclusion of additional informational objects
related to the Production Planning and Engineering Departments (e.g., ORDER, PRODUCTION SCHEDULE,
PRODUCTION PLAN, REQUIRED CAPABILITY, MATERIAL, etc.), as shown in Figure 4-16.
Once again there is a degree of similarity in this model and the FCA/CRF informational model, indicating the
existence of certain core concepts that are common in both manufacturing companies.
4.2.2

Cross-referencing the AS-IS Models for Arçelik

Figure 4-17: Cross-referencing the Arçelik AS-IS models (model fractions shown)

During the development of the 4 AS-IS models for the Arçelik use case, a number of inter-model
associations have been identified. For example, let us consider the fractions of the Arçelik models illustrated
in Figure 4-17, the collaboration relation between CAP1: Customer Servicing and CAP6: Order Placement
determines the task dependency between the Customer Planner and the Production Planning Department in the
actor dependency model. At the same time, it can be seen that the Order, which the Production Planning
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Department expects from the ERP system in the context of its role motivated by the goals assigned to it,
shown in the goal model, determines the relevant informational object in the informational model.
Once again, such associations were discovered through the use of correlation matrices, which were updated
during each reviewing cycle. Elaborating in the cross-references between the models during the stakeholder
workshops, served a dual purpose. First, it guided the refinement / extension of the initial information
documented in the user elicitation forms. For example, the modelling of a certain capacity in the capabilities
could indicate the existence of an additional enterprise actor in the actor dependency model and vice versa.
Secondly, it acted as a form of model validation. In particular, the different models are complementary views
of the same universe of discourse, therefore, the existence of correspondences between the concepts /
relationships of the different models further justified their correctness. On the opposite, absence of such
correspondences indicated the possibility false modelling of the AS-IS situation thus prompting further
revisions of the models.
4.2.3

Modelling the Business Goals for Change

Further to assisting in establishing a common view of the current business situation between all
stakeholders, the purpose of developing the AS-IS models was ultimately understanding the transformations
required in order to deal with the changes brought about by the DISRUPT technologies.
To this end, the AS-IS business goal model, described in section 4.2.1.2, has served as the baseline for
modelling the change goals expressing Arçelik’s wishes and aspirations in the context of DISRUP. As with the
AS-IS models, the change goal model has been co-operatively formulated through a number of reviewing
cycles of deliberating and agreeing with Arçelik stakeholders during face-to-face and online workshops.
Starting with the initial change goals reported in the corresponding elicitation form (presented in Annex
D.2.5), the change goal model was formulated in a top-down manner following the ‘impact-analysis’ process
described in section 4.1.3, whereby the change goal hierarchy is generated by determining the impact of the
perceived changes on the current business goals.
Following this process, the Arçelik stakeholders initially agreed on the following top-level, change goals,
shown in Figure 4-18. As shown in this figure, the high-level change goal of ARÇELIK electronics factory is to
improve production-wide efficiency and flexibility. This is an improvement of the current situation, which
would be realised by improving the goals G1.To ensure efficient manufacturing (improve) and G2.To manage
disruption in customers order fulfilment (improve)’ in the current goal model (thus labelled as improve goals).
Initially, the improvement of G1 was seen as the introduction of a new goal named G1.3.To enable smart
production scheduling (introduce). However, when trying to decompose this new goal into sub-goals it became
evident that smart production scheduling was the means rather than the end anticipated. In fact, the
identified operational sub-goals partially affected the operationalization of its sibling goals G1.1.To ensure
efficient production scheduling and G1.2.To ensure efficient production planning indicating that G1.3 was not a
completely new goal as initially expressed, rather it could be enacted as the improvement of the current subgoals G1.1 and G1.2.
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Figure 4-18: Top-level change goals of the Arçelik use case

Figure 4-19: Change model for improve goal “G1. To ensure efficient manufacturing (improve)”
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This revision has led to the construction of the goal hierarchy shown in Figure 4-19. Moving top-down in this
hierarchy from strategic to more operational goals, the foreseen improvements of G1.2 and G1.3 are realised
in terms of a number new goals (labelled as introduce goals), the majority of which are system goals
assigned to specific DISRUPT modules (described in the DoA), which together achieve what was initially
expressed as smart production scheduling.

Figure 4-20: Change model for improve goal “G2. To manage disruptions in customers’ orders fulfilment
(improve)”

Many of these system goals replace existing current goals, previously assigned to specific human actors. For
example, change goal G1.2.2.To automate line configuration management (introduce) assigned to the DISRUPTCyber Physical Operations Module, replaces the current goal G1.2.2.To manage line configuration assigned to the
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Production Engineering Department. As in the case of FCA/CRF, this indicates that Arçelik’s change goals will
affect the dependencies between current actors and the associated capabilities.
Finally, special attention was devoted in identifying the soft goals relating to the change goals, which could
lead to the elicitation of additional KPIs (see Annex D.2.5).
In a similar way the operationalization of sub-goal G2.To manage disruptions in customers’ order fulfilment
(improve) is illustrated in Figure 4-20. As in the case of goal G1, the refinement of change goal G2 results
gradually to the identification of operational system goals, which are assigned, to specific DISRUPT system
modules. For example, the change goal G2.3 To estimate the effect of changes to the aggregate production plan
(improve) is operationalized in terms of the system goal G.2.3.1.To automate estimation for aggregate production
plan (introduce) assigned to DISRUPT-Decision Support Module. The identified similarity between the current
Arçelik goal model to that of FCA/CRF proved helpful. In particular, without posing any restrictions to Arçelik
users, they were able to consult the FCA/CRF change goal model and decide whether they would also agree
to similar change goals. This was also the case in the identification of new soft goals and associated KPIs.
In order to better illustrate the impact of the change goals onto the current goals for Arçelik, we have
highlighted the correspondence between the two types of goal model in Annex F.2.
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5 Common Concepts of the two Use cases
The work carried out in task T1.2 that is presented in this deliverable gave us the opportunity to examine in
detail the commonalities and differences between the two use cases. The DISRUPT technologies will offer
solutions to the requirements of the two user companies, as described in this report but, ultimately, they
would need to offer solutions for FoF applications at a generic level and not simply to the two applications
examined herein.
The detailed analysis of the two use cases, culminating in the models presented in section 4, offered us an
opportunity to examine and establish those concepts that would be applicable to both use cases and to
investigate the case for a generic conceptualisation of PPS applications.
We approached this in terms of two perspectives. A ‘bottom-up approach’ where we sought to provide a
consolidated view of the concepts found in the two use cases in terms of their manufacturing AS-IS settings.
We also investigated existing standards and studies (a ‘top-down approach’) that have also considered the
issue of ontology or terminology for PPS but at a generic non-application driven manner. We finally
compared and contrasted the results of the analysis of the two use cases against the generic terminology.
The result of this work is the PPS ontology presented in this section. The utility of this ontology is that it will
be one of the inputs to task T2.2 which will design and encode the DISRUPT meta-model, thus defining the
ontology for the desired CPPS, incorporating ‘Data Analytics’, ‘Complex Events Processing’, ‘Decision
Support’, ‘Cyber-Physical Operations’. It will also influence the work of T1.3 that is concerned with the
definition of the DISRUPT CPPS functionalities. This latter work could also develop the CPPS meta-model in
collaboration with task T2.2.
In recent years there have been attempts to define the concepts that are found in an enterprise’s business
systems and its manufacturing control systems. Examples of such efforts include: the terminology proposed
by the Instrument Society of America [49-51]; taxonomic analysis of manufacturing systems [52-54];
ontology for manufacturing and logistics [55]; decision support for production scheduling [56]; and
manufacturing lifecycle [57]. There are significant overlaps and synergies between these studies and
proposals. We found that our analysis, based on the conceptual models presented in section 4 conforms to
the key recommendations of those generic studies, with the qualification that our definitions are completely
based on the current practices of the two user companies (hence the term ‘bottom-up approach’). The result
is presented in Figure 5-1.
The development of this conceptual representation was carried out in a structured manner in which we
considered two categories of concepts, those that involve PPS aspects that are internal to a manufacturing
company and those that are external to it. In Figure 5-1 they are shown as PPS INTERNAL ENTITY and PPS
EXTERNAL ENTITY respectively. For ‘external concepts’ we considered those that are outside the direct
control of the ‘owning’ company, concepts such as SUPPLIER, TRANSPORTER and ORDER. The concept of
ORDER is related to one of the internal concepts namely that of FINAL OUTPUT. The ‘internal concepts’
were structured according to three main categories, each one of which focuses on a distinct aspect of PPS.
1. PPS CENTRE is concerned with resources, MATERIAL and PERSONNEL actors, as well as
production configurations that are used, such as PRODUCTION LINE, WORK CELL, and
EQUIPMENT.
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2. PPS WORK EXECUTION is concerned with the responses of actors (human or machines), such as
PRODUCING, PROCURING, EVENT HANDLING, MATERIAL HANDLING, and PRODUCTION
PLANNING.
3. PPS OUTPUT is concerned with the results of work execution, be it a PRODUCT OUTPUT or
something that results from PPS WORK EXECUTION such as plans, tests, quality results etc.
There is a fourth aspect that plays an important role but it is orthogonal to these three and we named it PPS
STANDARD to signify all the internal and external rules and regulations, international standards, compliance
rules, environmental legislation etc. that constrain any aspect belonging to the three categories of PPS
CENTRE, PPS WORK EXECUTION, PPS OUTPUT. Potentially, any concept that falls in one of the three
categories above may be subject to constraining or guiding by the PPS STANDARD.
The conceptual model of Figure 5-1 has been encoded in Protégé [58] as can be seen in Annex G.2.

Figure 5-1: A conceptual model of the PPS Ontology
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6 Conclusions
This report represents the DISRUPT project deliverable D1.3. This deliverable has been wholly concerned
with (a) establishing an understanding of the current production settings for the two user manufacturing
companies, (b) formally describing the current operational environments and the needs for change of the
two companies, and (c) situating the requirements and aspirations of the two companies in their respective
current settings.
This deliverable will act as the user-centric backdrop against which the DISRUPT innovations will be applied
and ultimately validated against the business objectives and KPIs set by the user companies. In order to
define the user requirements in the context of their respective manufacturing settings, this deliverable strove
to develop a clear statement of both the requirements and the manufacturing settings to which they relate.
It achieved this by adopting a way of working based on good practices and well-founded theories. To this
end, the project made use of appropriate techniques in the field of Requirements Engineering, and using
state-of-art tools for documenting the results. The results evolved from textual narratives to conceptual
modelling representations in terms of 4 intertwined viewpoints.
The area of requirements in which the work of this task falls is that of early requirements, i.e. requirements
that are enterprise facing as opposed to late requirements that concern system functionalities.
Consequently, there was a need to collect information and in general to engage user stakeholders in the
process discussed in section 3.1, i.e. in information gathering, conceptual modelling and stakeholders’
reviewing. The result of adopting a systematic and systemic approach involving these 3 main process
activities, resulted in a set of models, presented and discussed in section 4.
The change goals models for the two user companies will now act as a guide to the next major part of the
project, which is concerned with the definition of functional and non-functional requirements for the DISUPT
system. Project activities that follow and especially those leading to the architectural design of the DISRUPT
system components (Tasks T1.3 and T2.1) will be informed by these models, in mapping the business
requirements to system requirements.
Project activities that are planned for later in the project timeline and especially those concerned with
validating the project results (Task T5.3) will refer to the models presented in this deliverable, in order to
assess the degree to which the technical solutions meet the expectations of end users as expressed in the
goal models for the two user companies and associated KPIs.
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A Description of the manufacturing contexts
A.1 FCA/CRF
A.1.1

Overview of the Physical Production Plant

CRF is responsible for the research activities of Fiat Chrysler Automobiles (FCA), one of the largest
European car manufacturers, with multiple production sites, including joint-ventures, license production
and outsourced production facilities, in several countries including Italy, Poland, Turkey, Serbia, China,
Mexico, Brazil, Argentina and Canada. It operates through numerous sales and marketing companies
located in 40 countries, it has commercial relationships with customers in approximately 150 countries
worldwide and multiple brands (Abarth, Alfa Romeo, Chrysler, Dodge, Fiat, Fiat Professional, Jeep,
Lancia, Ram and Maserati, in addition to the SRT performance vehicle designation and Mopar),
employing more than 200,000 people in 2014.

Figure A- 1: A simplified view of the automobile final assembly process flow

The process flow shown in Figure A- 1, indicates the general flow of the automobile final assembly activities
and components used.
When painted Bodies arrive to the assembly plant, the first step is to remove the doors to make it more
accessible and easy to work with. The real assembly process starts after this point. It follows several stages,
like marriage decking, frontend, bumpers, wind shields, fuel name given to the stage where body meets
preassembled chassis, with engine and gearbox, suspension and fuel tank. Finally, wheels, seats and glasses
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are assembled and doors re-assembled. Following the assembly, a number of tests are conducted and car is
released for costumer.
The delivery and assembly of components are highly automated using automatic guided vehicles and robotic
arms (shown in Figure A- 2 and Figure A- 3).

Figure A- 2: Delivery of components

Figure A- 3: Powertrain assembly

Since cars are made to order only small stocks of components are in the warehouse (see Figure A- 4). In
fact assembly is based on FIFO (First In, First Out) which allows for a sequencing system for parts in witch
when the body arrives to the station, the respective parts, chosen by the customer, also arrive at station, to
be assembled by the operator. Therefore, smooth supply of the necessary components is essential.
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Figure A- 4: Automobile components used in the assembly plant
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A.2 ARÇELIK
A.2.1

Overview of the Physical Production Plant

The ARÇELIK electronics factory located at Istanbul produces a wide range of products. For the purposes of
DISRUPT focus was given initially at electronic boards (ECB/PCB). There are 2 main types of electronic
boards. Overall, there are about 350 SKU’s organized into 55 groups. These electronic boards are used
either in the same factory for the TV production or in other ARÇELIK factories (6 local + 2 foreign) for
producing various home appliances.
The factory works 24/6 with 3 shifts per day, occupying all lines of production at all times. Figure A- 5,
illustrates the process flow of the manual insertion and test lines, which describes the operations involved
and the work cells where each operation takes place.

Figure A- 5: Manual insertion and test process flow

The shop floor for the PCBs consists of the following:


SMT Lines: Total of 5 SMT lines. Each line consists of approximately 4 to 5 machines connected
serially (with or without buffer inventory between them) that are responsible for printing the PCB
and attaching small components.



THT Lines: Total of 5 THT lines. Each line consists of ~3 machines that are responsible for attaching
larger (AC related) parts to the PCBs



Manual Insertion Lines: Total of 6 manual lines. 3 to 4 stations at each line, responsible for attaching
the final (typically the large) parts to the PCB
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Test Lines: Total of 6 test lines. Each line has 2 to 4 Stations with testing machines and operators or
automated testing machines responsible for testing the PCB. Testing includes: Optical component
testing, soldering testing, and ICT testing. Part of the equipment is outsourced. The configuration of
the test lines is flexible.

A photo of the automated lines is shown in Figure A- 6.

Figure A- 6: Istanbul electronics’ factory automated lines

Several data are generated and recorded at each stage of the production. Some is generated automatically
(e.g. Test data) and some is reported manually by the production personnel. This data feeds in the
production information system used by the production engineering department and which is used in
combination with the ERP for planning and scheduling purposes. The following Table A- 1, provides a sample
of this data. English translation is provided for data labels in Turkish.
Table A- 1: Sample of the data reported in the production IS

Data

Translation

STATION_ID
BATCH_SERIAL_NUMBER
TEST_SOCKET_INDEX
UUT_SERIAL_NUMBER
USER_LOGIN_NAME
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Data

Translation

START_DATE_TIME
EXECUTION_TIME
UUT_STATUS
UUT_ERROR_CODE
UUT_ERROR_MESSAGE
URUN_GRUP

Product Detail

URUN_TIPI

type of product

SASI_SERI_NO

EC Serial Code

OD_SERI_NO

Automated Line Serial Code

MAMUL_SERI_NO

Product Serial Code

SASI_KODU

EC Code

MAMUL_KODU

Product Code

PCB_KODU

PCB Code

SORGULAMA_NOKTASI

Inquiry Code

TARIH

Date

OD_CIKIS_TARIHI

Automated Line Exit Date

TARIH2

Date-2

BANT_KODU

Line Code

OD_HAT_KODU

Automated line Code

EKIP_KODU

Team Code

VARDIYA_KODU

Shift Code

URETIM_TIPI

Type of Production

INCH
TUP_KODU

-

PCB_VERSIYONU

Version of PCB

SMPS_KODU

-

SMPS_LOTNO

-

DST_KODU

-

DST_LOTNO

-

SAP_TRS_FLAG

-

SAP_TRS_NUMBER

-

TRS_MSG

-

MUS_SERI_NO

Customer Serial Number

TEST_DURUM

Test Status

TEST_ISTASYONU

Test Station

MALI_SERI

-
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B Business cases and DISRUPT business vision
B.1 The FCA/CRF case
The main obstacles which could make bottlenecks in the supply network are stock-outs and changes in JIS
causing problems with the JPH. The supplied components are divided into critical and non-critical. The effect
of the delay of non-critical components is negligible in the supply chain, while the delay in the supply of
critical components, incur heavy costs for the manufacturer.
The production cycle time is fixed throughout the line and so alternative production sequences or
transportation modes should be devised.
The goal of FCA is to have the components and capability to produce without interruption. To this end, the
following 2 use cases are defined to prevent or treat these problems.
The following sections B.1.1and B.1.2 provide an overview of the two cases as described by the FCA/CRF
stakeholders.
B.1.1

FCA/CRF Use case 1: Managing disruption in Inbound Logistics

Alberto is the responsible person for the logistics (inbound and internal) of the plant and as such is
responsible for ensuring the timely delivery of components to the lineside. Her work is to update delivery
plans (up to several times per day) in case of events occurring in:




Supplier production
Transportation
Internal logistics

The non-availability of components is motivated by events related to:


Production: delay, quality issues, availability, quantity



Transportation: vehicle breakdown, delay, errors in delivery (wrong destination, dock, …)

In the current situation, the material requirements plan is done by the SAP MRP, on a weekly basis and sent
to the suppliers. All vehicles are Made-to-Order so the objective is to limit the component stock and wip to
the minimum, with its consequences on the flow of inbound components for critical components and the
scheduling of the production.
Exceptions can occur when an event is detected manually by Alberto or colleagues from Logistics,
Purchasing or Quality. An example could be the following: components from a supplier in Modena are
scheduled for delivery every Tuesday at 10:00-11:00. Respecting the timeslot is essential for saturation of
docks, operators and delivery to the lineside. In this example, the components are not able to cope with the
expected timeslot, due to transportation issues.
Based on his experience, Alberto selects from the potential recovery actions currently used:


Open special dock



Select another carrier



Rescheduling the production

The criteria which have to be taken into account are:


Stability of production sequence, with quantified objectives at plant level over 3 weeks, one week
and one day
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Saturation of capacity
Saturation of resources
Maximisation of throughput (JPH – job per hour)
Minimisation of stock (e.g. in case of expensive, bulky items)
Minimisation of additional cost (e.g. in case of express transport for components, of added
resources)

Once these hypotheses are formulated, they are discussed with the relevant colleagues from Logistics,
Manufacturing (Valentina for example) or to understand the feasibility (material, supplier order changes).
Several interactions can be necessary until the recovery action is accepted, for example if the material
requirements and supplier orders change are not feasible.
In the future, Alberto expects to be supported with as much of the following functionalities, as represented
in Figure B- 1 below:






An automated system to identify incoming events, connected to the SCADA and various CPSs in the
plant
A dashboard to monitor inbound logistics in real-time and visualise incoming events
A simulator to evaluate the impact of the event on the logistics and plant KPIs, without changing
production schedule and sequence.
Hypotheses of alternatives delivery, checked with respect to constraints and feasibility (link with
WMS, MES, Scheduling system)
Quantification of alternatives w.r.t. the plant and logistics KPIs.

Figure B- 1: Management of Inbound Logistics with DISRUPT

B.1.2

FCA/CRF Use case 2: Production scheduling

Valentina is the responsible person for the production scheduling of the plant. Her work is to re-plan (up to
several times per day) the sequence of vehicles going through:


Body-in-white
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Painting
Assembly

Stamping, which is the first phase of the automotive processes, is out of her scope.
The sequence break (“rottura sequenza”) is motivated by events related to:



Material: delay, quality issues, availability
Process events: machine breakdown, unscheduled maintenance, software problems, etc

In the current situation, the sequence is computed in OSS (internal tool, on top of JDA), taking into account
the MAKE (components to be built in-house) and BUY (sourced components) constraints. OSS stands for
Order slotting and sequencing. The production capacity is inserted directly in OSS, with plant availability and
capacity.
Once computed the sequence is sent automatically to another internal tool (RTM), where the BOM is
residing. From RTM the sequence is forwarded to the Siemens MES and to the SAP MRP for the material
requirements planning and subsequent forwarding to the suppliers. The MRP currently runs once a week.
The exceptions occur when an event is detected manually by Valentina or colleagues from Manufacturing,
Logistics, Quality or Maintenance. An example could be the following: the black paint from a specific supplier
has quality issues, and a lot of black bodies has been discarded for low quality. All black cars are thus
postponed by some days and as a consequence, other vehicles have to be anticipated in order to saturate
the plant capacity. As all vehicles are Made-to-Order, Valentina must understand from the portfolio of orders
which vehicles can be anticipated and substitute the slot for black vehicles.
No “basic” or “modal” vehicle can be produced, if it not connected to a specific client order.
Based on her experience and the knowledge of the classes of components that are usually most critical (JIS
components, class A component – expensive, bulky or many variants), Valentina prepares one or more
hypotheses of new sequences.
The criteria which have to be taken into account are:


Stability of production sequence, with quantified objectives at plant level over 3 weeks, one week
and one day



Saturation of capacity



Saturation of resources



Maximisation of throughput (JPH – job per hour)



Minimisation of stock (e.g. in case of expensive, bulky items)



Minimisation of cost (e.g. in case of express transport for components)

Once these hypotheses are formulated, they are discussed with the relevant colleagues from Logistics and
Manufacturing to understand the feasibility (material, supplier order changes). Several interactions can be
necessary until the new sequence is accepted, for example if the material requirements and supplier orders
change are not feasible.
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Figure B- 2: Managing Production Scheduling with DISRUPT

In the future, Valentina expects to be supported with as much of the following functionalities, as
represented in Figure B- 2.


An automated system to identify incoming events, connected to the SCADA and various CPSs in the
plant



A dashboard to monitor production in real-time and visualise incoming events



A simulator to evaluate the impact the consequence of the event on the plant KPIs, without
changing production schedule and sequence.



Hypotheses of alternatives schedules, checked with respect to constraints and feasibility (link with
WMS.

B.2 The Arçelik case
The customers of the Istanbul electronics factories are other Arçelik factories (6 local + 2 foreign) that
produce various home appliances. Orders for may contain many different SKUs. There is also a great degree
of variability in the received orders. More specifically, the quantities can be changed as well as the SKUs
requested. For example, an additional SKU is required in the same order, often a few days before delivery
time or other ‘urgent orders’ appear in short notice. This is mainly because the scheduling in the ‘customer’
Arçelik plant changes as a result to market-driven requirements.
Production scheduling is performed on a weekly or monthly basis, but due to the frequent changes and
urgent orders, it needs to be refined daily. Scheduling problems and frequent reconfiguration of the lines
may result in lower production capacity, which in turn may lead to delays on deliveries or postponement of
non-urgent orders.
The goal is to maximize production capacity whilst minimizing delayed shipments. Section B.2.1 describes
the Arçelik aspirations from DISRUPT as expressed and illustrated by Arçelik users, using 7 different
scenarios, each presenting a number of challenges.
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B.2.1

Current challenges and Arçelik aspirations from DISRUPT

Scenario 1: Managing machine break down
Ali is the responsible person for calculation of capacity and optimization plans on the EC Lines and working
in Production Engineering Department. The main problem is connectivity. We do not have a clear view of
the current status of the EC Lines. If you are lucky, you can see the problems when you are visiting the
lines. If any machine stops, it will affect the daily goals directly and unfortunately affect production plan as
well. Most of time, you are informed about such kind of things after happening on the lines.

Figure B- 3: Managing machine break down with DISRUPT

With this project, if any machines stop or break down, first of all, the system will realize this situation and
most likely realize based data flow between machines and database. Then the system will inform us which
machine has problem now with related line. Actually, important case is starting now with this step. System
will start to analyse and check current the status of EC Lines and machines after informing us. System will
detect automatically occupancy for all machines and find fully optimized recommendation and when the
analysis process is completed then you can decide if you can achieve your daily goal with existing systems or
you need to take machine 6 from line to replace the machine which broke down. Solutions are sent to
Production – Production Planning and Production Engineering department with related people by system. If
the solution is acceptable for engineers, it will be implemented to the production line.
Current Challenges: There is no live notification from the EC lines and most of time we check monthly basis
data and re-define capacity and create solution to machine allocation. We are using local database program
and excel generally.
Scenario 2: Managing change in customers' demands
Can is the responsible of production plan and using excel as a tool for that. Can spend a big part of time for
planning and normally he cannot manage all factors on the lines. So he needs to update after every kind of
machine problem or changing of demands from customers.
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With this project, we want to take the demands automatically into the system. When the demands upload to
system; system will start to analyse and create fully optimized allocation list, describing which EC will be
produced on which line, based on several constraints, including:





Capabilities or capacity of production lines
Deadlines of EC
Status of components
Optimization logic

Then, the system will share allocation List with Production planner and Production engineering responsible
as well. The approval of allocation list will be completed by production planner. When the approval process
is finished, the list will be sent directly to the production responsible.

Figure B- 4: Managing change in customers' demands with DISRUPT

Current Challenge: unfortunately, we don’t have a chance for tracking to our production lines efficiency or
JPH (jobs per hour) every moment. The important points are the answer of these questions.





Efficiency is enough or above the limit?
JPH is enough for achieving to daily goals?
Have any kind of defect?
How is my current status?

Scenario 3: Monitoring production process
The System will always track the production lines and KPIs (already defined into the system). If the system
finds any kind of inefficient status or low UPH for achieving daily goal; first of all, start to analyse all
production lines and machines and then try to find fully optimized solutions. Optimized Solutions will share
with production engineering team and production team also approval process will start again for this section
and they will decide for implementation.
But sometimes the system cannot find any kind of solution for the problems. At this time; the system will
inform us for problem.
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Figure B- 5: Monitoring production process with DISRUPT

Scenario 4: Production process optimisation
We can define this scenario as an optimization list. We imagine here like a routine procedure. Our
expectation is that the system will always analyse and create routine reports. We have a lot of factors:


Demands are updated bi-weekly by customers



The deadlines are different for every EC



EC capacities are different



Every EC has different kind of components etc.

Such factors affect our manageable level and outputs as well. So with the system we want to eliminate these
factors and get optimised (or even smart) recommendations.

Figure B- 6: Production process optimisation with DISRUPT

Scenario 5: Managing urgent customers' orders
Can is the responsible of production plan. This case maybe related with scenario 2 but some of points are
different. We have demand term for customers and generally we finish to take any kind of demand from our
customer after this term. Problem is “what will we do; when demand comes to us except demand term? “.
This demand will be already existing EC or new one (new project most of time scheduled but rarely it can
be). The definition of “demand system” here is the same as is scenario 2.
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When the new demand comes to the system; automatically the system will start to analyse current
production plan and try to create new optimized production plan with new demand then send to production
planner for approval. The point is “production engineering and production team will take an notification
about new demand.” Maybe looks like not related directly but if the system suggests any kind changing on
the lay out; production and production engineering side have to join this process. Notification is important
for preparation.
Final step: production planner will check to plan and approve or not. When everything is okay; the system
will update production plan and connect production and production engineering side for any kind of
changing on the layout.

Figure B- 7: Managing urgent customers' orders with DISRUPT

Scenario 6: Managing disruptions in the production process
Production was started perfectly but suddenly stopped. The system will realize that and try to find any kind
of reason for answer this question “why are the lines stopped? “. Maybe production team leader will enter
the reason manually into the system. Then the system will connect with related people about this situation.
Actually significant section is starting after connecting with people.
When such things happen, a number of questions arise:


Which products are getting critical levels (deadline; daily goals etc.)



What I’m losing now (Money, time etc.)



Optimized waiting duration (system will say that; you cannot wait more than 15 minutes. If you
wait; you cannot achieve the goals.



When the production line turns on; how can I achieve the daily goal? etc.
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Figure B- 8: Managing disruptions in the production process with DISRUPT

Scenario 7: Managing machines layout
Sometimes production team changes the location of machines on the production line. Production
Engineering’s Layout is based on last version of existing status. Any kind of changes on the lay out directly
affects our analyses and results. So Production Engineering Team has to take a notification from the system.
The system will realize the changing on the line based on data flow. When the location of machine was
changed by someone directly data source will change and the system will easily get it. Production
Engineering team will talk with who did changing on the line and control the result.
Final step: Production engineering side will update the layout.

Figure B- 9: Managing machines layout with DISRUPT
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C Information Gathering: Google Forms
C.1 Design of Google Forms
The following form aims to identify the current context and general business and system status of the user
company division for which DISRUPT will be tested. This information will be used as input to the next stage
which will be about identifying the future use cases of the DISRUPT system.
This form consists of the following:
Part I: Contact details of the relevant division of the user company. This information will be used to contact
you for further explanation / elaboration and validation in the next few months.
Part II: Documentation of the current business and associated technology goals. The information to be
captured will be textual and will be used for developing goal models of the current situation.
Part III: Documentation of the current capabilities for achieving these goals. This information describes the
current capacities and competencies of the existing systems.
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Figure C- 1: Google form - Part I: Contact Information
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Figure C- 2: Google Form – Part II: Current Business Goals
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Figure C- 3: Google Form – Part II: Current Technology Goals
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Figure C- 4: Google Form – Part III: Current Capabilities
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Figure C- 5: Google Forms – Part III: Challenging current capabilities
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C.2 User Responses
Part I - Contact Details
A/A

Timestamp

Functional

Responsible

Contact

Area

Company

Person

Email

Division
1

2

9/28/2016

Consumer

Production

Hakan Altinisik

hakan.altinisik@arcelik.com

22:47:08

Electronics

10/7/2016

Automotive

Worldwide

Mauro Berruti

julien.mascolo@crf.it

13:16:57

powertrain

network

julien.mascolo@crf.it

and

Innovation
manager
3
4

10/7/2016

Automotive

Logistics

Bonansea

13:36:32

Assembly

manager

Valentina (FCA)

10/7/2016

Automotive

Inbound

Alberto

13:59:22

Logistics

logistics

Marzetto
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Part II - Current Goals
A/A

AECELIK

Business Goals

Electronics

customized

and

Technology Goals

Additional

Business

Technology

Goals

Goals

 To be able to efficiently produce
highly

Customer

Additional

 To

be

able

to

produce

unique

different parts without major

 To be able to offer a wide variety

 To be able to change a

products

retooling

of products to customers

production

 To be able to rapidly increase or

 To be able to measure how

shift capacity quickly from one
product to another
detect

fast the company converts its

impending

problems

process/es from making an

before a failure occurs,

old

 To maintain optimal equipment
performance

to

multiple parts

decrease production levels or to

 To

schedule,

modify a part, or to handle

that

line

of

products

to

produce a new product
 To improve cost control, To

reduces

downtime and results in longer

improve feedback

equipment life
CRF

 To be able to efficiently produce
highly

Automotive
Powertrain

customized

and

 To be able to change a

unique

production schedule
 To modify a part, or to

products
 To be able to offer a wide variety

handle multiple parts
 To be able to measure how

of products to customers
 To be able to rapidly increase or

fast the company converts its

decrease production levels or to

process/es from making an

shift capacity quickly from one

old

product to another

produce a new product

line

of

products

to

 To be able to shift capacity from a
plant to another
CRF

 To be able to efficiently produce
highly

Aumotive
Assembly

customized

and

 To

unique

to

produce

retooling

 To be able to offer a wide variety

 To be able to change a

of products to customers

production

 To be able to rapidly increase or

to

multiple parts
 To support management and

shift capacity quickly from one
product to another
impending

schedule,

modify a part, or to handle

decrease production levels or to

detect

able

different parts without major

products

 To

be

tracking of Operation and
problems

Maintenance Activities
 To improve cost control

before a failure occurs

 To improve feedback
 To improve management of
spare parts
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CRF

 To be able to efficiently produce
highly

Automotive
Logistics

customized

and

 To improve feedback
 To improve management of

unique

products

spare parts

 To be able to offer a wide variety
of products to customers
 To

detect

impending

problems

before a failure occurs
 To

improve

enabling

inventory

better

spare

control
parts

forecasting
 To

eliminate

shortages

and

minimize existing inventory
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Part III - Current Capabilities

A/A

Resource

Resource

Other

Resource

Functionality

Functionalities

Performance
Satisfaction
(1 – Not at all
5 – Very much)

AECELIK

Flexible

Manufacturing

System

 Computerized control
of individual machines
 Computerized

Customer

3

job

scheduling

Electronics

 Computerized
collection

and

processing

of

information
 Work

Order

Management,
and

Asset

Equipment

Management

CRF

Capacity Management Tool

Allocation of capacity

5

for network of plants

Automotive
Powertrain

Current capabilities continued …
A/A

Resource

What would you

Describe

change about this

in performance (if

increase

Describe
additional

resource?

required)

functionality
required)

AECELIK

 Flexible Manufacturing
System

 Increase

Efficient Production

performance

Production

 Add functionality
 Customer

Electronics

 Integrate

with

other systems
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CRF

 Capacity

Management

 Add functionality

The tool is currently

Tool

used at investment
step

 Automotive

(strategic

decision). We would

Powertrain

like to use it in realtime and understand
the

need

for

allocation changes.

Current capabilities continued …
A/A

Resource

Describe systems
the

resource

should

integrate

Describe additional changes (if required)

with (if required)

AECELIK

Flexible

Manufacturing

System

Customer

Demand

None stated

on ERP

Customer
Electronics
CRF

Capacity Management Tool

None stated

Automotive
Powertrain
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D Information Gathering: Elicitation Forms
D.1 FCA/CRF
D.1.1 FCA/CRF Current Capabilities
UC1

UC2

Capability

Functionality

Challenge

MES,
MRP

Inventory Management

The current system does not enable to foresee
problems in inbound logistics (delays, problems at
supplier site) and to dynamically adapt the material
handling at docks, warehouses and towards line-side,
for example by creating express (automated) delivery
systems in the same areas.

Capability

Functionality

Challenge

MES,
MRP

● Computerized control
of individual
machines
● Asset and Equipment
Management
● Inventory
Management

In case of problems on components/ machines/ cells,
the rescheduling is done manually: vehicles or lots
which cannot be assembled are rescheduled for the
successive days/ weeks. Material or production
constraints are taken into account through successive
interactions between the scheduler and the logistics
manager.

WMS,

WMS,

D.1.2 FCA/CRF Current Business Goals

UC1

Management of inbound logistics

Goal

.... is decomposed into

1. To manage
disruptions in
supply network

1.1 To detect events originating from supply network

Number of events

w.r.t. critical components

detected manually

Sub-goals

1.1.1 To monitor delivery of components from

.... with

KPIs

Delivery leadtime

suppliers
1.1.2 To monitor transportation plan

-

1.1.3 To monitor material handling at docking stations

Handling leadtime

1.2 To react to events originating from supply network

Time

w.r.t. critical components

recovery plan

1.2.1 To estimate impact of events to current plan

JPH;

to

Number

stock-out
1.2.2 To identify alternative courses of action
(recovery plan) in case of event related to critical
components
1.2.3 To evaluate feasibility of alternative courses of
action (cost of alternatives)
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UC1

Management of inbound logistics
1.2.3.1 To estimate cost of changing the

Number

of

production plan

sequences
generated manually

1.2.3.2

To

estimate

cost

of

changing

Number

of

trans.

transportation mode

mode changes

1.2.3.3 To estimate cost of speeding up

Number of docking

activities at docking stations

activities
time

changes;

spent

by

operator at docking
station

UC2

Management of Production

Goal

.... is decomposed into

2. To manage
disruptions in
production

2.1 To detect events originating from the production

Sub-goals

.... with KPIs

Number of events
detected manually

2.1.1 To monitor quality of materials

Percentage of
defects

2.1.2 To monitor availability of materials

Stock level;
Threshold

2.1.3 To monitor quality of process

Percentage of scrap

2.1.4 To monitor supplies status

Same as 2.1.2

2.1.5 To monitor manufacturing systems

Number of line
stops; number of
stockout; Line
Saturation

2.2 To react to events originating from the production.

Stability of
production plant at
80% (over 3 weeks,
one week and one
day)

2.2.1 To estimate impact of events to current plan

JPH; Number of
stockout

2.2.2 To re-plan job sequence in case of event related

Saturation of

to critical components

capacity
Saturation of
resources
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UC2

Management of Production
Maximisation of
throughput (JPH –
job per hour)
Minimisation of
stock (e.g. in case
of expensive, bulky
items)
Minimisation of cost
(e.g. in case of
express transport
for components)
2.2.2.1 To calculate sequence based on current

Plant capacity; level

plant availability and capability

of stock

2.2.2.2 To calculate BOM

-

2.2.2.3 To plan material requirements

Level of stock;
leadtime

2.2.3 To estimate feasibility of new plan

Level of stock

2.2.3.1 To estimate impact of plan on client orders

Production leadtime

processing

for each order

2.2.3.2 To estimate impact of plan on the

Stock level; number

feasibility of materials sourcing

of stockout

2.2.3.3

To

estimate

impact

of

plan

on

manufacturing systems

D.1.3 FCA/CRF Current Actors
UC1

Actor

.... Depends on

Actor

Production Planner

Logistics team

.... for

Goal or Resource or Task

Goal 1.2.2: To identify alternative courses of

(H)

action (recovery plan) in case of event
related to critical components
Resource: Identifying the alternatives
Resource: cost of alternatives
Goal 1.2.3: To evaluate feasibility of alternative
courses of action (cost of alternatives)

Logistics team (H)

Goal 1.2.3.1: To estimate cost of changing the

Supplier

production plan
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UC1

Actor

.... Depends on

Actor

.... for

Transporter

Goal or Resource or Task

Resource : cost of recovery actions
Goal 1.2.3.2: To estimate cost of changing
transportation mode

Warehousing

/

Docking

Resource : cost of recovery actions
Goal1.2.3.3: To estimate cost of speeding up

Station Manager (H)

activities at docking stations
Resource : cost of recovery actions
Transporter (H)
Warehousing
Docking

/

Supplier

Goal: Timely delivery of components

WMS & MES

Resource : required assembly leadtime, level

Station

of stock

Manager (H)

UC2

Actor

.... Depends on

Actor

Production Planner

Customer

Resource: Order

Logistics Manager

Resource:

.... for

Goal or Resource or Task

Material

Availability

event

information
Quality Manager

Resource: Material Quality event information

Quality Manager

Resource: Process Quality event information

Maintenance Team

Resource:

Machine

Breakdown

Event

information
Resource: Unscheduled Maintenance Event
information
Maintenance Team
Manufacturing

Resource: Maintenance event information
Team

Resource: Production feasibility

(manufacturing system)
Logistics

Manager

Resource: Production feasibility

(materials)
Warehouse

Supplier

Resource: Material supplies

Transporter

Goal: Timely delivery of material supplies

MRP

Resource: Material Requirements Plan

Production Planner

Resource: Plant availability

Production Planner

Resource: Plant capacity

Production Planner

Resource: Production Plan

Manager

OSS
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UC2

Actor

.... Depends on

Actor

RTM

OSS

Resource: Job sequence

MRP

RTM

Resource: BOM

Manufacturing

OSS

Resource: Job sequence

.... for

Team
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D.1.4 FCA/CRF Current Informational Objects
UC1

Data

Description

Plant availability

Working days, no of shifts,

Plant capacity

Physical throughput, no of products feasible, no
of machines, no of workers, % availability of lines

Job sequence

Ordered list of vehicles to be produced

Shift

Timing, capabilities, no of shifts per week

Production constraints

Lot dimension, ergonomic, threshold (e.g. no of
open roof vehicles per shift)

Production plan

Daily quantity of vehicles per type of vehicle

BOM
Material Plan
Supplier material request
Transport capacity
Transport frequency
Transport leadtime

UC2

Data (all date from UC1) +

Description

Cell of machines

A physical aggregation of machines

Machine

Failure rate, availability, quality, cycle time,
capacity
Note: different machines will have different
characteristics, different quality

Plant availability
Plant capacity
Job sequence
Production plan
BOM
Order
Plant availability

Working days, no of shifts,

Plant capacity

Physical throughput, no of products feasible, no
of machines, no of workers, % availability of lines

Job sequence

Ordered list of vehicles to be produced
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UC2

Data (all date from UC1) +

Description

Shift

Timing, capabilities, no of shifts per week

Production constraints

Lot dimension, ergonomic, threshold (e.g. no of
open roof vehicles per shift)

Production plan

Daily quantity of vehicles per type of vehicle

BOM
Material Plan
Supplier material request
Transport capacity
Transport frequency
Transport leadtime
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D.1.5 FCA/CRF Change Goals
UC1

Management of inbound logistics

Goal for Change

.... is decomposed into Sub-goals

.... with KPIs

3. To manage
disruptions in
supply network
(improve)

1.1 To automate detection of events originating from

Number of events

supply network w.r.t. critical components (improve)

detected automatically

1.1.1 To automate monitoring of the delivery of

Frequency of Delivery

components from suppliers through CPS (improve)

leadtime updates

1.1.2 To automate monitoring of transportation plan

Frequency of

through CPS (improve)

transportation plan
updates

1.1.3 To automate monitoring of material handling

Decrease warehouse to

at docking stations through CPS (improve)

line side leadtime

1.1.4 To anticipate events through data intelligence

Number of events

(introduce)

anticipated;
Time for event
anticipation;
Number of disruptions

1.2 To automate the process of addressing events

Time gained in

originating

generating recovery

from

supply

network

w.r.t.

critical

components

plan

1.2.1 To quantify the impact of events on current

Availability of JPH loss;

plan

Availability of number
of stockout

1.2.2 To automate the identification of alternative

Number of alternative

courses of action (recovery plan) in case of event

plans generated.

related to critical components
1.2.3 To automate the feasibility evaluation of

Calculation of different

alternative courses of action (through various KPIs)

KPIs for alternatives:
JPH, number of
stockout, cost

1.2.3.1

To

automate

the

estimation

of

changing the production plan

Calculation of different
KPIs for alternatives:
JPH, number of
stockout, cost

1.2.3.2 To automate the estimation cost of

Calculation of different

changing transportation mode

KPIs for alternatives:
leadtime, number of
stockout, cost
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1.2.3.3 To estimate cost of speeding up

Calculation of different

activities at docking stations

KPIs for alternatives:
time, saturation of
docks, cost

UC2

Management of Production

Goal for Change

.... is decomposed into Sub-goals

.... with KPIs

4. To manage
disruptions in
production
(improve)

2.1 To automate detection of events originating from

Number of events

the production

detected manually

2.1.1 To automate monitoring of quality of materials

Percentage of defects

2.1.2 To automate monitoring of availability of

Stock level; Stock

materials

threshold

2.1.3 To automate monitoring of quality of process

Percentage of scrap

2.1.4 To automate monitoring of supplies status

Leadtime

2.1.5 To automate monitoring of manufacturing

Number of line stops;

systems

number of stockout;
Line Saturation

2.2 To automate the process of addressing events

Time gained in

originating from the production.

generating recovery
plan

2.2.1 To quantify the impact of events on current

Availability of JPH loss;

plan

Availability of number
of stockout

2.2.2 To automate the re-sequencing in case of

Number of alternative

event related to critical components

plans generated.

2.2.3 To automate the feasibility evaluation of new

Calculation of different

plan (through various KPIs)

KPIs for alternatives:
JPH, number of
stockout, cost

2.2.3.1 To automate the impact estimation of

Calculation of specific

plan on client orders processing

KPIS for production
leadtime for each order

2.2.3.2 To automate the impact estimation of

Calculation of specific

plan on the feasibility of materials sourcing

KPIS for sourcing:
stock level, number of
stockout
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UC2

Management of Production

Goal for Change

.... is decomposed into Sub-goals

.... with KPIs

2.2.3.3 To automate the impact estimation of

Calculation of specific

plan on manufacturing systems

KPIS for production:
saturation, JPH.

D.2 Information Gathering: Elicitation Forms for Arçelik
D.2.1 ARÇELIK Current Capabilities
UC1

Capability

Functionality

Local



DBs

Challenge

Collecting

data

(scanning

and

manually

by

machine

o

Data analysis

Reporting

operators)

production

o

Prediction / Forecasting

Tools

plant

o

Integration between DBs and



from

1. Add functionality

Monthly / weekly basis reports

manual reports
o

Data aggregation for different
levels and dimensions (time
etc)

o

Smart data insertion (possibly
IoT)

Production
Control
System



Control
o
o
o

of
EC design and
EC functional test,
quality of components

2. Currently ECB design it is not
connected to database
3. Data

regarding

functional

and

quality components test are based
on

manual

scanning,

no

information on real cycle time
4. Add functionality  FMS
5. Integrate with other systems 
Customer Demand on ERP

SAP
software



Holds basic information about
the production planning, the
forecast,

the

requirements,
production

the

orders

material
pending
and

the

status of currently processed
production orders.
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6. Integrate with other systems 
FMS (see above)
7. Smart update of information in the
system
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D.2.2 ARÇELIK Current Business Goals
UC1
Goal

.... is decomposed into Sub-goals

.... with KPIs

5. To ensure an
efficient
manufacturing

1.1 To ensure an efficient production schedule

Setup time

1.1.1

To maximize capacity utilization

1.1.2

To minimize setup times

1.1.3

To minimize flow times

1.1.4

To minimize idle times

1.1.5

To minimize late orders

1.1.6

To minimize buffer inventories

Flow time
Idle time

1.2 To ensure an efficient production planning
1.2.1

6. To manage
disruptions in
internal
customers’ order
fulfilment

2.1

To

To minimize number of setups

detect

events

originating

from

internal

Number of events

customers’ orders
2.1.1 To monitor order changes

# Changes in SKU type
# Changes in quantity

2.2 To detect events originating from production

Number of events

2.2.1 To monitor quality (functionality) of material

% defect semi-finished

(semi-finished products)

products

2.2.2 To monitor availability of materials

# stockouts; leadtime;
cost

2.2.3 To monitor Test machines

% availability of
Test machines

2.2.4 To monitor assembly lines
2.2.5

To

monitor

customers’

% capacity of lines
production

plan

(monitor information in common ERP)

# changes in
customers’ plan

2.3 To estimate the effect of changes to aggregate

# of production

production plan

schedule changes

2.3.1 To negotiate with other plants

# changes in the
production order
# delayed orders
# postponed orders
# shifted orders

2.3.2 To manage inventory of material and semi-

% Capacity of semi

finished products

finished product
# number of changes
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UC1
Goal

.... is decomposed into Sub-goals

.... with KPIs
to PCB production to
cover additional needs
for semi-finished
products

2.3.3 To manage resource allocation

number of setups
total setup time
% machine availability

2.3.4 To manage line configuration
2.4 To react to events
2.4.1 To manage order postponement, OR

# changes to
customers’ production
plan

2.4.2 To manage order cancellation, OR

# changes to
customers’ production
plan

2.4.3 To revise production schedule according to

duration, the loss time

events

rate, the setup rate,
the overall delays, the
late orders

2.4.3.1 To manage capacity

Labour cost
% capacity usage
machines down time
and idle times

2.4.3.2 To manage inventory of material and

Stock / day

semi-finished products

Stock level
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D.2.3 ARÇELIK Current Actors
UC1

Actor

of

type

….

depends

on

Actor

of

type

....

for

Dependum

(human/physical/software)

(human/physical/software)

(Goal/Resource/Task)

Customer

Production Planner (human)

Goal: 1. To manage

Planner

(human)
Production

of

type

disruptions in orders’ fulfilment
Planner

Customer Planner (human)

Resource: Order

Line Manager (human)

Resource: Test Machines

(human)
Status
Line Manager (human)

Resource: Assembly Lines
Status

Test Machine (physical)

Resource: Quality of Material

SAP system (software)

Resource: Capacity of floor
plant

SAP system (software)

Resource: Pending orders

SAP system (software)

Resource: Processed orders
status

SAP system (software)

Resource: Current Orders

SAP system (software)

Resource: Inventory holdings

Line Manager (human)

Production Planner (human)

Resource: Production Schedule

SAP system (software)

Client Planner (human)

Resource: Order / Order
changes

D.2.4 ARÇELIK Current Informational Objects
UC1

Data

Description

SKU
Assembly Lines Status
Capacity of floor plant
Pending orders
Processed orders status
Inventory holdings
Production Schedule
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D.2.5 ARÇELIK Change Goals
UC1
Goal
1.

To ensure an

efficient
manufacturing
(improve)

.... is decomposed into Sub-goals

.... with KPIs

1.1 To ensure efficient production scheduling

% Capacity;

1.1.1 To improve capacity utilization

Setup time;

1.1.2 To minimize setup times

Flow time;

1.1.3 To minimize flow times

Idle time;

1.1.4 To minimize idle times

No of setups

1.1.5 To minimize late orders
1.1.6 To minimize buffer inventories
1.2 To ensure efficient production planning
1.2.1 To minimize number of setups
1.3 To enable smart production scheduling (introduce)
1.3.1 To ensure information sharing
1.3.2 To ensure that production capacity is sufficient
for incoming orders
1.3.2.1 To enable capacity calculation in real
time
1.3.2.2 To evaluate bottlenecks
1.3.3 To monitor production line directly
2. To manage
disruptions in
customer order
fulfilment
(improve)

2.1 To detect events originating from customers’ orders

Number of
events

2.1.1 To monitor order changes

# Changes in
SKU type;
# Changes in
quantity

2.2 To detect events originating from production

Number of
events

2.2.1 To monitor quality of material

% defect semifinished products

2.2.2 To monitor availability of materials

# stockouts;
leadtime; cost

2.2.3 To monitor automatic and test lines

% availability of
Test machines

2.2.4 To monitor manual and test lines

% capacity of
lines
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UC1
Goal

.... is decomposed into Sub-goals
2.2.5 To monitor customers’ production plan

.... with KPIs
# changes in
customers’ plan

2.3 To estimate the effect of changes to aggregate

# of production

production plan

schedule
changes

2.3.1 To negotiate with other plants

# changes in the
production order;
# delayed
orders;
# postponed
orders;
# shifted orders

2.3.2 To manage inventory (material and semifinished products)

% Capacity of
semi finished
product;
# number of
changes to PCB
production to
cover additional
needs for semifinished
products;

2.4 To react to events

# changes to

2.4.1 To manage order postponement
2.4.2 To manage order cancellation
2.4.3 To revise production schedule
2.4.3.1 To manage capacity
2.4.3.2 To manage inventory of material and
semi-finished products

customers’
production plan;
Duration; the
loss time rate;
the setup rate;
the overall
delays; # late
orders;
Labour cost;
% capacity
usage;
machines down
time; idle times;
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UC1
Goal

.... is decomposed into Sub-goals

.... with KPIs
Stock / day;
Stock level

2.5 To anticipate events (introduce)

# anticipated
events
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E All Conceptual Models
E.1 FCA/CRF As-Is Capability Model
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E.2 FCA/CRF As-Is Goal Model
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E.3 FCA/CRF As-Is Actor-Dependency Model
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E.4 FCA/CRF Informational Model
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E.5 FCA/CRF Change Goals Model
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E.6 Arçelik As-Is Capability Model
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E.7 Arçelik As-Is Goal Model
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E.8 Arçelik As-Is Actor Dependency Model
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E.9 Arçelik Informational Model
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E.10Arçelik Change Goals Model
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F Correlation between AS-IS Goals and Change Goals
F.1 FCA/CRF

Figure F- 1: Correspondence between AS-IS and Change top level FCA/CRF Goals
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Figure F- 2: Correspondence between AS-IS and Change operational FCA/CRF Goals (1/2)
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Figure F- 3: Correspondence between AS-IS and Change operational FCA/CRF Goals (2/2)
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F.2 Arçelik

Figure F- 4: Correspondence between AS-IS and Change top level Arçelik Goals
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Figure F- 5: Correspondence between AS-IS and Change operational Arçelik Goals (1/2)
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Figure F- 6: Correspondence between AS-IS and Change operational Arçelik Goals (2/2)
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G Common Use Case Concepts: Towards a PPS Ontology
G.1 Conceptualisation
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G.2 Top level definition in Protégé
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G.3 Graphical representation in Protégé
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